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Welcome and Introduction 

Susan Schruth, FTA Associate Administrator, kicked off the 29th FTA Transit 
Construction Roundtable meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, thanking grantees for coming to Cleveland 
to discuss challenges in constructing major capital transit projects and to share lessons learned 
from those experiences. 

The agency, she explained, is in the last leg of an 8-year administration, and will be in a 
state of flux until after the presidential election, when a new administrator is appointed.  What’s 
going on now? New Starts funding, she said, will run out soon unless SAFETEA-LU is 
reauthorized.   PMO contracts will also expire at the beginning of next year. Schruth said RFPs 
will be going out in June 2008 and the agency hopes to award contracts to 20 firms. In the 
meantime, PMOs handling higher risk projects may be asked to stay on. 

 In other matters, she reported that FTA applied to be winner of the Baldwin Award of 
Excellence, given to organizations which show continuous improvement in management. The 
agency also asked 30 younger people, “future leaders,” to draft a new mission or strategic plan 
that reflects their ideas of what FTA should be doing to serve the public’s transit needs. 

  FTA had also set aside funding to host a meeting to address existing infrastructure 
challenges. Five to 10 of the oldest, largest transit agencies will be asked to meet in Washington 
D.C., this summer to talk about how to bring their respective systems up to a state-of-good 
repair.  

 In conclusion, Schruth said that Americans are tired to spending so much money at the 
pump—and they are finally turning to pubic transit as a solution.  FTA needs to step up to the 
plate to serve their needs. 

 

Opening Remarks 

Severn Miller, Chief Counsel, FTA, said DOT will probably need nearly $22 billion a 
year to improve the condition and operation of the nation’s transit system through 2024—70% 
higher than all transit capital spending in 2004. Predicting the cost of complex transit capital 
projects will be harder as commodity costs for steel, aluminum, concrete and oil keep rising. The 
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Highway Trust Fund—a traditional source for transit funding--is expected to run a $3 billion 
deficit before the end of the new year. 

FTA, he said, is conducting Public-Private Partnership Roundtables with selected New 
Starts grantees to encourage public-private partnership.  These will be held in Houston, Denver 
and Oakland California. The FY09 proposed budget seeks $10.1 billion for the New Starts 
program, additional funding for urban formula and rail modernization grants, and funding to help 
rural areas develop transit. 

The budget also proposed funding for 9 new Small Starts program and 4 existing Small 
Starts project in cities around the country.  

 
  
Around-the-Table Discussion 
 
Anthony Zakel, Office of Engineering, FTA, then asked members to go around the room to 
introduce themselves and provide updates of their properties’ activities. Zakel moderated the 
discussion.   
 
Greg Thorpe, Utah Transit Authority, said the agency awarded a design build contract to a 
consultant for the construction of the 70 mile light rail development project. The contract 
agreement includes a 3% incentive bonus to encourage contractors to meet milestones or finish 
ahead of schedule. Thorpe said he hopes the bonus will motivate contractors to “do whatever 
they can to have fewer change orders.” 
 
 
Connie Crawford, MTA New York City Transit, explained that last summer’s rainstorm 
inundated the sewage system, and filled the stations with debris and dirt, forcing many lines to 
shut down stations until the tracks were cleared. The Governor asked MTA to come up with a 
flood prevention plan within a month-Crawford’s department was asked to explain what 
happened and identify solutions.  The agency’s communication system also failed to meet 
expectation during the emergency.  Crawford said MTA is conducting a 100 year study to look at 
global warming, lack of drainage areas and other challenges —and come up with long term 
solutions. Crawford hopes to learn more about public/private partnerships during the meeting. 
 
 
Mark Rolfe, Connecticut Dept. of Transportation Northeast, said the 9.4 mile long BRT 
project has completed 50%-60% of design. The southern half of the line will operate in a 
corridor purchased by the transportation department 15 years ago. The property will be sharing 
the rail in the northern section with Amtrak. The project was locked in at 30% design, 
threatening its New Starts rating and delaying entry into final design. Rolfe said his staff is 
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working with the region to better manage costs.  The project is high profile, as the public clamors 
for public transit.  
 
 
Tim McKay, Dallas Area Rapid Transit, proudly announced that his agency’s safety record 
placed them under 10% of the national average for workers comp and general liability—a 
standing that may in the long run save them money. McKay reported on the status of several 
projects including the transition to a level boarding program, (two of four platforms have already 
been raised) and participation in a pilot program on fixed and mobile security systems.  McKay 
would like more information on intelligent camera systems. (Around the Table Discussion: 
DART Expansion Plans.) 
 
 
Quentin Brathwaite, World Trade Center Construction Dept., explained that his office is 
responsible for overall program management for the Downtown Restoration Program. The 
project is half way through final design. Brathwaite said he is working closely with FTA and the 
PMO to prioritize the schedule. He wants to know: How do you maintain engineering design of a 
signature architect in such a complex construction and security-driven environment? He said the 
CMGC contractor is not committed to the project’s entire schedule; so much of the work is being 
done on a day-to-day basis. 
 
 
Corey Hill, Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation, said his agency provides 
financial and technical assistance to operators-but it is not involved in construction or operations. 
Updates: The heavy rail project is seeking FTA approval to enter final design.  The light rail 
project, managed by Hampton Road Transit, is under construction. Several communities are 
looking at bus rapid transit projects. Hill believes operations staff should be brought into the 
FFGA approval process earlier on to avoid having to issue change orders during construction.   
Hill would like feedback on integrating operations into the project development process. 
 
 
Mark Robinson, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority, said they are “into a lot of 
engineering but not much construction.” Robinson said overall ridership is up, fairbox revenue is 
up, the agency build up its reserves and it is investing 10% of its budget every year to bring the 
system into a state of readiness. The 6-mile extension project is wrapping up at 65%, and the 
administrative draft will be submitted to FTA within a month. The biggest challenge he is facing 
with the BART project is “impressing folks we will have the financial wherewithal” to operate 
and maintain the system when it goes into operations ten years from now.  “As healthy as we 
are,” he said, “we can’t show that right now.”  The transit property needs to find another revenue 
source.  (Around the Table Discussion: Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority.)  
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John Grosso, Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation said his team developed guidelines 
on working with contractors, stressing the importance of “making the contractor whole” by 
reimbursing them for actual delay costs incurred during the late period. “We try to base 
everything on actual cost,” he said, rather than paying for profit or mark ups. The process starts 
with conducting a Time Impact Analysis (TIA), a procedure used to let the contractor off the 
hook when the project is delayed through no fault of their own. (Around the Table Discussion: 
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority.) 
  
 
Shawn Kildare, MTA Capital Construction Company, said the four mega projects FTA has 
funded through FFGAs—some of which include East Side Access, Second Avenue Subway 
Project—are “deep into construction.” A city-funded project is also under construction.  Last 
year, the agency awarded more than $1.5 billion in contracts through negotiated procurements. 
Biggest challenge: attracting and maintaining engineers and construction professionals. PMOCs 
are facing shortages of manpower as well. 
 
 
Malka Rodriguez, Miami-Dade Transit, said the agency is adding a third leg to its existing 
heavy rail system. The city has grown steadily, and so has the congestion. The project is financed 
with local funding from sales tax, and will be developed 100% in-house. The property is still 
dealing with right-of-way issues and utilities. She worries that working with so many different 
agencies may impact scheduling. (Around the Table Discussion: Miami-Dade Transit) 
 
 
James Sumoski, Miami-Date Transit, is completing Phase II of the 6.5 miles leg of the bus 
way extension. Segment one was completed over two years ago. Lessons Learned: The agency 
got complaints that the 1.4 miles gap between shelters—allowable under the guidelines---is too 
wide. People don’t want to walk that far. Another Lessons Learned: Work with the public 
works department whenever possible.  
 
 
Brian Buchanan, Valley Metro Rail, said the property is 86% complete on a New Start 20-mile 
light rail project, slated to open Dec. 27 on schedule, and it has just finished guideway 
construction. The agency is also 65% compete with the design of a 3.2 mile extension, with 
construction slated to begin at the end of the year. Three extensions are also in AA. Buchanan 
said he anticipates the governor to come out with a sales tax initiative for the November ballot. 
The amount allotted to light rail will be split among the metropolitan areas of Tucson and city of 
Phoenix. (Around the Table Discussion: Valley Metro Rail.)  
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Richard Shay, Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority, said their greatest concern is 
the transit system’s aging infrastructure. The system is in dire need of repair. Their funding 
comes from local sales tax, but fewer funds are available because of the weakened economy. The 
agency is updating electrical systems, finishing up fare collection systems and rehabilitation of 
220 rail cars. They are also working on improving their communication system and developing 
safety and security plans. 
 
 
Diane Nakano, Sacramento Regional Transit District, said the agency is building a 4.3 mile 
extension to the existing 38 mile system, but the Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Service was 
taking too long to approve the transit’s biological assessment-until FTA and DOT intervened.  
Nakano said the agency was being pressured to resolve flood control issues and wanted to know 
if other grantees were getting the “Katrina card” played on them. She also asked whether any 
west coast properties would be interested in helping her agency initiate value engineering. “We 
could bring you in so you could see our system,” she said, “then send you out with plans and 
specs and you can come back to meet with us with your feedback. (Around the Table 
Discussion: Sacramento Regional Transit District.) 
 
 
Frank O’Dea, Florida Department of Transportation, said the agency is awaiting legislative 
approval for purchasing 61 mile of existing rail tracks from CSX. The 31-mile Phase 1 segment 
of the commuter rail project, which includes 18 miles of double tracking, will serve 12 stations.  
Phase II would serve 5 additional stations. Service is expected to begin in 2011. O’Dea said that 
three firms are shortlisted to prepare the technical proposal for Phase 1. Technical proposals are 
required when doing best value procurement. (Around the Table Discussion: Central Florida 
Commuter Rail Project Scope.)  
 
 
Daniel Mazza, South Florida Regional Transportation, said the agency finally finished the 
double tracking project. Ridership is increasing, but resources are not. Mazza worries about the 
financial stability of his agency. If one county cuts back on its contribution, others may do the 
same, creating a “house of cards” scenario. DOT has an existing funding source, a $2 rental car 
fee per day, but Mazza said going after those funds would “pit us directly” against DOT. Mazza 
said he would like to see a Lessons Learned on how grantees can maintain their own tracks and 
signals.  
 

Winston Simmonds, Port Authority of Alleghany County, said the North Shore Connector 
project will extend the agency’s light rail system from an underground station through the river 
to the North Shore. Development around the area has been growing as business, hotels, 
restaurants, even a casino, set up shot to support the revitalized downtown area. Challenges: The 
agency is seeing “abnormal escalations” due to commodity increases, the system is old and in 
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need of repair. The agency is embarking on an innovative project by asking community members 
what type of service they want--and documenting their answers in a scorecard developed 18 
months ago to cut service. 

 
Tom DeMaria, MTA Long Island Rail Road, said the recent estimate for his project is $1.4 
billion—way above the cost estimates five years ago when the project was launched. Updates:  
The agency completed the EIS for the mainline corridor project, third track east of Jamaica, and 
submitted it to FTA. They are also implementing a life cycle maintenance program, and moving 
forth on its ventilation project. 
 
 
Joseph Gildner, Sound Transit, said the agency is finishing one of its first major plans—the 
Sound Move Plan---which involves construction of transit projects and over 100 miles of HOV. 
Closeout has been a struggle because contractors are not motivated to go through the items 
identified in the punch list. The agency is also reaching out to contractors in the community to 
keep them in mind for future capital projects. Lessons Learned: get management consultants 
involved earlier on in the process to help with bids and constructability reviews. (Around the 
Table Discussion: Sound Transit.)  
 
 
 
K.N Murthy, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, said the agency 
just received the Board’s approval to seek a public/private partnerships to fund these project. He 
said the light rail project is 85% complete and scheduled to open soon. The BRT line is among 
the most successful in the country, exceeding ridership expectations. The property is encouraging 
its funding partners to look at sustainability more seriously, reduce carbon footprint and improve 
air quality. 
 
 
Eric Olson, Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority, said the agency was established 
independently by the California legislature to develop over 20 miles of light rail system 
extending from downtown LA to Santa Monica-and then turn it over to Metro for operations. 
The project is broken down into two phases. The first phase is under construction, and the second 
is undergoing AA. Challenges:  The design is 85% complete, but they’ve only finished 10% of 
the construction the system is scheduled for revenue operation in July 2010. 
 
 
Chris Weyer, Metro Transit, said that the 47 mile segment of commuter rail NorthStar will 
start revenue operations in late 2009. The new Minnesota Twins Ballpark is being built adjacent 
to Northstar’s downtown construction site, creating safety hazards and congestion. Weyer said 
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the agency’s contractor is working closely with the ballpark’s contractor to ensure safety. He 
also said five major contracts have been awarded under the FFGA grant,  
 
 
Lee Roy Padgett, Hampton Roads Transit, said the agency just received an additional $19 
million from FTA for the construction of the light rail project, the first major one in the Hampton 
Roads area. The initial line will run 7.4 miles—three miles downtown and the other four along 
the former Norfolk Southern right of way.  Lessons Learned:  Start planning for utility 
relocations and right-of-way permission at least a year in advance.  
 
 
Rich Rovang, Metro Transit, Metropolitan Council of Twin Cities, said the legislature 
passed a quarter cent sales tax last year for the five county metro areas and they hope to get 
funding through that soon. The university is not “tickled” about the transit authority building the 
Central Corridor LRT line, because of concerns they have about interference with 
electromagnetic field. A big part of the job is managing the university’s expectations. They tried 
to develop scope definition early on and involve risk management. They have a matrix of 27 key 
issues associated with risk and are trying to manage them through the early PE process.   
 
 
Dan Blocher, Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation (TriMet), said the agency is working 
on two FFGA projects. Westwide Express Service, a 14.7 mile new Commuter Rail service 
which includes 5 stations and four new Diesel Multiple Unit railcars, is 80% complete and 
service is expected to start this October. They ended up using a lot of contingency up front and 
fell short of the amount needed to manage problems during construction. The agency is 50% 
complete on the Portland Mall Light Rail Project, an 8.3 mile expansion of the existing MAX 
light rail system. (Around the Table Discussion: TriMet.)  

 

Michael Sullivan, MTA, said they were still committed to constructing 5 BRT lines, launching 
one route in each of the city’s boroughs. The fees generated from the congestion charge are 
expected to support BRTs. 

 

Steve Santoro, New Jersey, said the agency is working with Region 2 on a risk assessment for 
the $7.6 billion project, construction of the Trans-Hudson Express Rail Tunnel. The PMO is 
doing a “fairly decent job” in coordinating activities and allowing them to respond to their initial 
assessment. Santoro is concerned that if they adopt FTA’s model for determining fleet size, 
rather than its own, the agency won’t have enough vehicles to handle capacity by 2010.  He 
would like to know how to expand core capacity without adding track.  
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John Funghi, San Francisco Municipal Transportation, said the Central Subway project, a 
critical transportation improvement, is the second phase of the Third St., Light Rail project. It 
involves 1.7 mile extension.  They submitted the final environmental document to Region 9 and 
they are anticipating a record of decision in September. His major concern is commodity 
escalation 

  

Henry Stopplecamp, Regional Transportation District, announced that construction on the 
west corridor and utility relocations have begun. The original costs of building the 119- mile 
commuter and light rail project was estimated at $4.5 billion, but it increased as the price of 
commodities went up. Lessons learned: When you put together a baseline budget for corridors 
base it on schedule because the EIS process can take longer than planned. The best thing to do: 
build it right the first time, take care of the utilities and acquire right of way early on. 

 

Steve Silva, Maryland Transit Agency, said their metro system was built 25 years ago, and is 
in need of repair. The legislature increased sales tax from 5% to 6%, and his agency gets half of 
those funds, the rest go to highway fund. They expect to get a billon over five years—an 
unprecedented amount for that type of split. Commuter rail is growing by leaps and bounds. The 
agency developed a MARC growth and investment plan in five year increments until 2035. Silva 
was told to ensure bus facilities and maintenance shops in early design have the Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certification. “We have no defined policy,” he said. 
He told the group he’d like to talk to anybody who is working with green building initiatives. 

Simon Zweighaft, Honolulu High Capacity Transit Corridor Project, said the agency is 
anticipating approval to enter into PE in the 20-mile elevated rail transit system. The funding 
split is expected to be 75% local and 25% federal and the city expects to begin construction right 
away following clearance of the EIS and final ROD. The total work contracted by the city ahead 
of the FFGA could amount to something between $600 million and $1.2 billion, or as much as 
50% of the total project cost. (Around the Table Discussion: Honolulu High Capacity Transit 
Corridor Project.) 

 

Introduction to the Construction Tour 

Presented by Joe Shaffer, ECTP/Deputy Project Manager, GCRT  
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Grantee Methodologies for Managing Consultant Contractors  

Glenn Zika, CTA, said his agency goes through a rigorous consultant selection process 
led by the purchasing department, which appoints three CTA employees to sit on an evaluation 
committee. Zika then submits a document to that department with project specifications, 
including scope and estimated labor hours. Every committee member evaluates each consultant 
independently and renders a decision. (Managing Consultants Presentation, Glenn Zika, 
CTA) 

If the candidates rate too closely, the purchasing department asks the consultants to come 
back the next day to make a 10-minute oral presentation before a selection committee, clarifying 
seven points made at the original meeting. “We do that because we don’t want to sit through 
another long presentation,” Zika said. “We also want to see how fast a consultant can react to a 
last minute demand.”  

The selection process takes on average 6 months, but can be accelerated under 
emergencies.  Zika said he’d rather write up a task order and turn over the contract to a 
consultant already onboard. But he has to hire additional consultants to handle large capital 
program projects. Evaluations, he said, are handled systematically as well. When a problem pops 
up with a design, Zika reviews the drawings. “It falls on me to determine whether it is an error or 
an omission.”  

Most of the errors are related to building code violations, but consultants are generally 
not blamed for mishaps because compliance determinations are left to inspectors’ judgment, 
which vary depending on the inspector. “We end up doing lots of change orders,” he said. When 
the error costs the agency over $5,000, the purchasing department asks the consultant to come in 
and work out a deal. Most of the time, an agreement is negotiated. One time, a consultant’s error 
cost the agency over a million dollars. The consultant’s insurance covered part of the payment.  

Contractors are conscientious about their jobs during the design process, he added, but 
tend to slack off when the project goes into construction, missing deadlines for requests for RFI 
submittals.  

Have any consultants accused the agency of favoritism? Zika said nobody has claimed 
they were unjustly judged, and I think that’s because the process is inherently fair. “We try to 
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keep it clean,” he said. The purchasing department is so determined to keep the process 
independent that it even rejected the board members’ request for access to evaluation records. 

Who sits in the committee? The members rotate. Usually the project manager is one of 
the committee members, and the general manger from purchasing is another.   

What happens if the consultants can’t come in for the oral presentation on such 
short notice? Zika said they “downgrade” consultants who can’t make last minute meetings. 
“We figured they must not want the job.” The agency used to give consultants two day notice to 
come before the selection committee, but they wanted to avoid sitting through canned 
presentations. They now ask consultants to return the next day, catching them off guard to see 
how they fare.  

 The agency does not tell other consultants that they lost the bid in case negotiations fall 
through with the selected bidder, in which case the next bidder with the highest score gets a shot 
at the job. “We don’t tell anybody,” he says. “They get to hear the news at our board meeting.” 

John Funghi, SFMTA, said his agency evaluates candidates based on qualification, not 
price, and awards the contract to the most qualified bidder with the best price. Before issuing the 
proposal, they do a cost analysis--an independent estimate of how long it will take to get the job 
done and projected costs of overhead and materials. Negotiation focuses on hours and tasks, and 
payments are based on what percentage of the task is completed. The agency will negotiate 
profits but it prohibits cost plus percentage of cost. (SFMTA Consultant Contracting 
Procedures, John Funghi, and SFMTA, Central Subway, John Funghi, SFMTA) 

San Francisco engineers, he says, are unionized and it’s not easy to get approval from the 
Civil Service Commission to procure services outside the city family. Nonetheless SFMTA has 
to hire consultants to support a line extension. The agency is self-certified and has the technical 
capacity to comply with federal procurement requirements. But Funghi said he finds the self-
certification process onerous and would rather have FTA audit them “since our group has a 
tendency to go over the top in terms of certification.” 

 He then described how to manage consultants. A good relationship with consultants is 
key to the project’s success.  His advice: avoid placing blame, listen to the other party, work on 
what you can agree on, and agree on how to check to see if the solution is working. 

What kinds of challenges have you faced in working with unions? Funghi said one 
way to get civil service approval is through the staff augmentation process, which involves a 
consultant coming in and working hand in hand with MPA design staff. This scenario is “a bit 
problematic from the liability and coordination standpoint.” They negotiate the work scope with 
the union and divvy up the work before the proposal goes out to bid. His agency is also obligated 
to put out consultant selection reports.  
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Whose software do you use? His agency is flexible and is willing to buy the 
consultant’s software program if it is a better product than their own. Some employees are 
trained to learn the program and then share that knowledge with MTA staff and consultants. The 
agency invests heavily in technology, but that’s a must. “The headache with technology though 
is upgrades and compatibility,” he said.   

Steve Silva, Maryland MTA, presented an overview of the agency’s growth, which 
started out doing a few large projects for new rail systems and is now developing a few hundred 
capital projects that include systems preservation, construction next to active rail lines and 
expansion of commuter rail and bus service. About seven years ago, he said, MTA created a 
separate quality assurance division responsible for all design and construction and with direct 
report to chief engineer. A new Quality Assurance Program Management Plan (QPM) was 
released last year requiring, in part, that each design consultant develop and maintain a QMP 
specific to each assigned project. Initial resistance from the consulting community and MTA 
project managers was eventually overcome. (Quality Assurance in Project Design & Lessons 
Taught, MTA, Steve Silva.) 

Silva then described how QPM works. The agency assigns an interdisciplinary team to 
review every phase of one project and to produce a Lessons Learned white paper so others can 
learn from its experience. MTA is beginning to develop a database generated through Lessons 
Learned from the past. MTA’s goal:  

• To develop a Lesson Template for each Lesson Learned and input the information into a 
new Database. 

• To require project managers, designers and quality assurance staff to access the Database 
for any new projects assigned. 

• To sort out database by engineering, and other types of projects.  
 

Do you reach out to the contracting community? Silva said they meet mostly with the 
Maryland minority contractors groups interested in responding to bids.  His agency does, 
however, offer de-briefing meetings with consultants who did not win the bids and who want 
feedback on their proposal. Consultants reported they really appreciate these meetings, especially 
since many agencies don’t offer them. The agency relies heavily on outside contractors. Other 
than designing a bus shelter and other small projects, most of the design work is done by 
consultants.  

Do you try to encourage contractors to take on more risk?  One participant said that 
during contract negotiations consultant designers often come up with innovative cost-savings 
ideas. “At one meeting,” said Silva, “I told the contractor, ‘we’ll give you an additional fee if 
you can do this (project proposed) and then put your fee at risk if it doesn’t happen.’ But they are 
reluctant to agree to that.” One time, his agency said it would nearly double its consultants’ fee if 
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they took on more risk and cut their fee by only 50% if their idea didn’t work out. But it was a no 
go.   

Another participant warned grantees about offering incentive fees if they share risks. But his 
agency was always fighting with consultants about whether they are entitled to get the fee. The 
bottom line, he said, is that consultants don’t want to put themselves in a vulnerable position.  

One transit agency representative his agency requires that 2/3 of the incentive fees go to the 
local staff, not the company—a successful approach.  

 

Risk Assessment Discussion (FTA Technical Reviews) 

Tony Zakel, FTA, presented an overview of the risk assessment program. Out of the 13 
“First Generation” risk assessment workshop, which started out in 2002 with Seattle’s Central 
Link LRT Project, only one stayed within the 90th percentile forecast for budget and schedule. 
The “Second Generation” projects are faring much better, he said. Risk assessments have been 
performed on 14 New Starts projects, and all of them have come within 5% of cost estimates. 
(FTA Risk-Informed PM Oversight Status, FTA, Tony Zakel.) 

FTA, he reported, is in the process of updating documents to reflect new improvements to 
its Risk-Informed PMO program. These documents include:  

• The 1989 Final PMO Rule 

• Circular 5010, Grants Management Guidelines 

• Circular 5200, FFGA Guidelines 

• 2003 Project and Construction Management Guidelines. 

Lessons Learned to date from both risk assessment generations:  

•  Grantees must pay closer attention to escalation rates and YOE calculations than they had 
in the past.      

• Contract terms and conditions have had a strong influence on contractor pricing. 

• In some cases, cost estimates are not linked to a WBS activity. 

• Pricing may be adversely affected by lack of competition.  

• Reliability of structures to accommodate the mode of travel has only been assumed and 
not verified. 
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• Greatest risk to costs occurs during design and solicitation.  

Can grantees do their own risk assessments? Zakel said some grantees are already 
performing risk assessments on their own, which doesn’t preclude FTA from conducting its own 
risk assessment as well. But the hope is that FTA and the grantee will come up with similar 
findings.  “At the end of the day,” he said, “all we want to do is make sure there is a solid scope 
and schedule and if we both agree, that’s a good thing.” He also noted that the program 
management plan should be used to actually manage projects.  

Over the past year and a half, FTA has also been conducting 30-day risk assessment 
reviews pre-PE for projects under a billion. These reviews are less rigorous than those required 
for larger projects.  He clarified that in general FTA does not complete its risk assessment until 
the environmental Record of Decisions (ROD) is issued.  You can start portions of the risk 
assessment prior to the ROD, but the ROD says you have to have defined scope. 

What’s the difference between the project implementation plan workshop and 
project execution plan workshop? The project implementation plan workshop defines how 
agencies will implement the project during the design phase, Zakel explained. The execution 
plan workshops spells out how agencies will carry out risk mitigation strategies in the late stages 
of design, solicitation phase and construction. 

How flexible is FTA in adjusting appropriate contingency amounts? Contingency, he 
said, is determined by the project’s complexity and the grantee’s experience. FTA would be 
more amenable to lowering the contingency number on a project involving an ungraded railroad 
or BRT than on one involving tunnel construction because there is less risk involved. If Utah 
wants to build another light rail project, for instance, FTA may go into a risk assessment and say, 
‘you guys know what you’re doing.’ “We try to bring in a common sense perspective,” he says. 
But sometimes agencies get carried away in early design and don’t think through the project.   
Even experienced grantees are thrown off by unpredictable events that can derail the process and 
delay completion.  

Gildner said his agency has benefitted from the execution workshops in 2006 and 2007, 
but he is concerned that delays in FFGA approvals will limit the agency’s options of light rail 
vehicle purchases and jeopardize relationships with construction contractors. “We are not done 
yet in terms of trying to nail down the exactness of what they (FTA) would like us to do with 
some of the contingencies,” he says.  “We’ve probably circled the big drivers and now are 
debating the details,” he said.  

 Does FTA look at the cost of delays? Zakel said that Seattle is an exception to the rule 
because they are doing the detailed risk assessments during final design, whereas most projects 
do the assessments during PE (with a refresh in final design), parallel to other design activities. 
The hope is that the assessment does not add to project schedule delays. 
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Schruth said FTA needs to ensure it is placing reasonable demands on the grantees. But 
grantees who think FTA is trying too hard to find the perfect solution to managing risks should 
talk to the regional administrator about their concerns. “Don’t be afraid to say, ‘We think you’ve 
gone as far as you can since this is a cutting edge process.” 

Can regions be more flexible in terms of meeting benchmarks? Zakel said that FTA is 
focused on helping grantees obtain FFGA approval by ensuring they develop a mitigation 
strategy and assign contingency. But it’s up to the grantee to manage the projects, including 
solicitation for contracts. Schruth said FTA rarely looks at contractors’ bids but wanted to in a 
few cases because they were coming in 20% to 40% higher than engineer’s estimates. 

Schruth added that she was more optimistic that engineers’ cost estimates will now more 
closely resemble Independent Cost Estimates. “For a couple of years after Katrina,” she said, 
“everybody was surprised at the big escalation, and the engineer’s estimates were way off,” 
Hopefully, she said, the gap between the two estimates will narrow as engineers consider current 
market conditions. 

Shawn Kildare, MTA Capital Construction, said he prefers negotiated procurement 
methods for selecting consultants because they create an environment in which contractors can 
suggest cost saving ideas that would never otherwise come up in a traditional “design-bid-build” 
procurement process. Another benefit to this method is that contractors can negotiate specific 
“terms and conditions” and raise concerns over risks. Negotiated procurements work best, he 
said, when there is minimal third party influence and when the owner knows what should be 
build and has at least completed PE.  

Disadvantages: negotiated procurements often lengthen the contract award process, and 
may require additional policy changes and engineering services. Agencies can negotiate 
procurement by using different techniques including alternative design solutions, project 
schedule mitigation, risk sharing, and re-packaging. Kildare cited examples of how each strategy 
worked with its transit projects including the South Ferry Terminal Project and East Side Access. 
(Strategies for Negotiated Procurements, MTA Capital Construction, Shawn Kildare.) 

Gregory Thorpe, Utah Transit Authority, added that he found the risk assessment 
process helpful. The characterization workshop was especially beneficial because the design-
build contractor who was taking on much of the risk was involved in the meeting. The 
assessment concluded with a contingency management plan and project execution strategy. 
Secondary (triggered) mitigation measures were also developed during the pre-final design 
process so the agency could reduce costs by $29 million and cut the schedule by 187 days if it 
ran into additional trouble. (Risk Assessment, Gregory Thorpe, UTA.)  

The Mid-Jordan LRT Line project is slated for FFGA approval October 2008.  His 
agency developed a Risk Scoring Matrix to keep track of project development. The spreadsheet 
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lists each project, along with relative risks and mitigation strategies. Pre-PE cost reviews began 
July 2006, followed by a pre-Final Design risk assessment in August 2007.  

 

Transit Oriented Development (TOD) along BRT Corridors 

 K Murthy, LA Metro, said the goal of Metro’s Joint Development Program is to 
encourage planning and development around station sites and transit corridors in hopes of 
reducing congestion and pollution. The joint development program has turned blighted 
neighborhoods into profitable centers, he said.  Example: Hollywood Blvd., previously run down 
and riddled with social problems, is now a premium corridor for development. The 
Wilshire/Vermont Metro Red Line’s mixed-used development includes 450 residential units, 
45,000 square feet of commercial space, a child are center, 800 middle school students and  700 
underground parking area.  (Metro Transit Oriented Development: Real Estate Joint 
Development, LA County MTA, K. Murthy.) 

 His advice: If you’re going to do TOD, make sure that the developer has control over the 
property before publicizing the project.   “You don’t want to have the communities come to you 
and say, ‘Why don’t you take this blighted area and develop it for us?’” If the developer doesn’t 
own the property, “make sure you know the audience.”  

Schruth said land use is one of various criteria FTA uses to assess New Starts project 
justification. Congress has been asking FTA to quantify the benefits of land use development 
around the metro stations, but nobody has been able to articulate a compelling answer or provide 
supportive data.  “If you work with a developer who is savvy and can say, ‘we decided to invest 
here because…’ let us know so we can at least build a database.’” 

Mary Beth Feke, GCRTA, painted a dismal picture of Cleveland’s economic condition. 
The city’s population is shrinking, she said, homebuilders are leaving town or going bankrupt, 
and there has been little or no economic stimulus from the city or region for transit development 
in general. Yet, she said, the Euclid corridor has made major progress.  She said the playhouse 
square, four historic theaters and other retail has brought in millions in investment. A university 
made a conscious effort of relocating activities along Euclid Ave., “The economic conditions 
don’t warrant this type of investment,” she said. “The lesson here is that when we create our 
corridors we must make sure we have strong people to do the development.” Hospitals, 
universities can help sustain and create activity levels even through economic crisis. 
(ECTP Transit Oriented Devolopment, Mary Beth Feke.) 
 
Utility Relocation 

Tim McKay, DART, focused his presentation on using Subsurface Utility Engineering 
(SUE) to manage risks associated with underground utilities. Designers, he said, need to pin 
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point the location of the utility early on in order to determine whether it is more cost effective to 
relocate the utility or design around it. Sometimes designers can just make small adjustments in 
elevations or horizontal locations to avoid relocation. Other times, relocation is unavoidable. 
Either way, transit agencies will need the cooperation of utility companies to get the project 
done. (See Myths or Facts: Challenges for Successful Utility Relocations, Timothy H. 
McKay, P.E. Dallas Area Rapid Transit) 

Do you have a policy on when to use SUE services? McKay said his agency makes the 
decision on a case-by-case basis. Agencies may be required to relocate some lines but prefer to 
leave others intact. DART, for instance, decided to keep the 90 year old hand-dug storm sewer 
the crew came across during construction and build a bridge slab over part of it —a $10 million 
job. The city suggested that DART rebuild the 2-mile sewage line and pay tens of thousands of 
dollars out of pocket. McKay urged grantees to look at the “big things you know will have to be 
moved” and to get it done as early as possible.  

How much risk should the contractor be asked to bear? McKay said it’s tempting to 
ask contractors to take on more risk—but he questions this wisdom. The partnership may sour if 
something goes wrong with the project’s design and the contractor gets stuck with the bill. On 
the other hand, transit agencies should be protected as well. McKay said agencies are better off 
telling contractors everything they know about the project and adding a disclaimer in the contract 
that says unforeseen circumstances could drive up project costs and delay completion. 

The group then discussed problems they’ve encountered with utilities while trying to 
relocate lines.  McKay knew he was in trouble when the construction crew nearly drilled into a 
utility line that was not identified in the maps. He told the crew to peel back the casing and clip 
one line to see what happens. Within 20 minutes, a black suburban pulled in filled with 
government officials demanding to know what’s going on. “They ended up posting 24 hour 
guard over the crews until that line was encased and covered up,” he said.  

After that incident, McKay asked his agency’s homeland security liaison to find out from 
utilities and other federal agencies if there are any “unofficial” lines buried underground that 
construction crews should know about. Most properties have a homeland security designated 
contact. “I would use them to help us find lines in advance because they (utilities) will 
cooperate” with them.  

Another participant said his agency started coordinating utility relocations during the EIS 
period and pre-PE. His agency’s CEO met with the utility’s top chief to explain the ramifications 
of relocating utility lines—and make a case for sharing relocation costs. In some cases, his 
agency has designated a full time employee at the senior level to act as the go-between. It’s 
better to get feedback from utilities early on about whether the line should be relocated or the 
agency should design around it.  
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Brian Buchanan, METRO, said Building Information Modeling (BIM), which has been 
widely used in vertical construction, is now being used in horizontal construction. BIM is a 3-
dimenstional computer modeling tool which links a database of project information that radically 
transforms the way designs are created, communicated and constructed. The 3D model shows all 
major existing and proposed components. A 4th dimension can be added that ties each component 
to the construction schedule and a 5th dimension can link each component to construction cost 
estimates. Under BIM, the model is continuously reviewed for coordination with the integrated 
project team. BIM can also be used as a tool to educate the public about the work is being done 
underground so they can see that the crew is not just standing around doing nothing.  “It shows 
them the complexity of what they can’t see,” he adds.  (Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
Application in Utility Design, Brian Buchanan, METRO.) 

 Connie Crawford, New York City Transit, said her agency is going to “go BIM full 
force” next year, requiring every designer to use this technology for every project. “It’s 
amazing,” she said, “You get detailed information up to an eight of an inch in accuracy. You put 
it in front of a train, run it through a tunnel and get a full graphical 3D representation of what’s 
out there.”  Most of the agency’s project designs are done in-house. Crawford worries that in 5 to 
10 years from now she won’t be able to hire an engineer out of school unless the BIM 
technology is up and running. “That’s what they’ll be learning,” she said, “and nobody will want 
to work for an antiquated organization that isn’t using it.”  

New York City Transit is using BIM in other areas. The agency will invest in startup 
costs for developing a library of objects that includes power generators, turnstiles, and other 
equipment. BIM, she said, “informs and improves” every part of the process. She would like to 
see BIM as a topic at a future roundtable.  

Zakel said that rail car contractors have been using BIM since the mid 1990s to identify 
the undercar vehicle equipment and piping locations. Although the technology has been around 
for ten years, it is just now starting to be used to find underground utilities.   

 

Evaluation and Wrap-Up of Construction Roundtable  

Zakel summarized the main points discussed at the meeting: 

• Revenue decrease due to fiscal environment is affecting local share participation.  

• Negotiation procurements can lead to better contractual relations and keep projects at 
engineering estimates. 

• Utility notification: Early communication and involvement is key.  
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• Profits for consultants should stay at the local office.  

• How much value is risk assessment adding to the project? Is there a point of diminishing 
returns? FTA and PMOC need to exercise better judgment on project involvement based 
on size and complexity of the project. 

• Older properties are running down and we can’ afford to replace the infrastructure.  

Schruth reminded the group that the next two years will be a critical time for transit as the 
programs are re-evaluated. Where will the money to finance transit come from as the need for 
public transportation increases? Transit can step up to the plate, although it’s not clear how 
yet. She warned the group to not expect any major decisions to be issued by the federal 
government over the next year. The government will be in a state of flux as the new 
administration settles in, and sets up transition teams. 

Schruth asked roundtable members to think about topics for future roundtable sessions. 
She would be interested in pursuing the following topics and wants feedback from the group: 

• How to close out projects. FTA can’t afford to keep PMOS attached to projects forever, 
but it doesn’t want to let them go in case the project is closed prematurely. When do 
people think is the best time to close our projects? 

• Under what circumstances PMOs should be applied to Small Starts programs and Very 
Small Start Programs? FTA headquarters has established funding criteria, but national 
staff is working with the regions to determine whether regional engineers can oversee the 
projects and, if so, under what conditions.  

• Should PMOs get involved in AA? Should regional engineers get involved in AA, 
traditionally the sphere of planners? Doing risk assessments early on, before PE, is a good 
idea to avoid risk becoming an issue later on.  

• What type of database sharing tool should FTA invest in so grantees can share information 
about projects?  

• How can FTA make sure transit is safe if it has no safety authority?  

• Should the reauthorization bill mandate that APTA issue consensus standards?  
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Why does the FTA perform probabilistic risk 
assessment’s?


Congressional pressure to bring in transit projects on-time & on-
budget
Planning history of over-estimating benefits and under-
estimating costs
Good stewards of federal tax dollars


FTA has performed probabilistic risk assessment since 
1994


“First generation” risk assessment began in Fall 2002 with 
Seattle’s Central Link LRT Project
“Second generation” risk assessment began with the Seattle 
University Link in 2006
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“First Generation” risk assessment was primarily 
a “bottoms-up” analysis


Generally, a work statement and set of drawings/specs are used 
to determine material quantities to perform each discrete task
From these quantities, unit costs, direct labor, equipment and 
overhead costs are derived
Develop “risk registers” for the project
This technique allows the level of detail to increase as the 
project moves towards construction
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estimations?


Contingency for these projects varied from 3-7% above the 
baseline cost estimate
Market conditions, solicitation packages, commodity escalation, 
and other “soft costs” were generally not analyzed in depth
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FTA’s “Second Generation” risk assessment has evolved
It is now a risk business model (i.e., management tool versus an
engineering estimate)
We can now forecast risk years in advance, versus 6-12 mos.
Risks should be assessed earlier in the project, and re-assessed 
later at key milestones
We now have a reliable mathematical tool to justify contingency 
amounts
It integrates risk management into the PMO contractor’s 
oversight planning and execution
We want grantees to manage risk better
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Benefits to the FTA Program 
It is tailored to each project given its complexity
Risk tools also add value to the process by giving FTA an ability 
to integrate a wide range of information and related uncertainties 
into a manageable set of data
It can identify discrepancies in project logic between cost, 
schedule and scope
The grantee develops a Project Development Plan (PDP) and 
Project Execution Plan (PEP) based upon the risk assessment 
findings – these Plans become part of the PMP and are used to 
help manage the project
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Program BasicsProgram Basics
Risk assessment primarily performed during PE


Most risk (and least painful mitigation) takes place prior to the 
FFGA


After 10-20% construction, the only mitigation strategy available to a 
grantee is $$


The federal share for NS is fixed at Entry to FD – contingency 
must be agreed upon
The PDP is developed during PE; the PEP can be developed in 
either PE or FD


Risk assessment during FD involves a “refresh” based 
upon new project information/data


This better utilizes both grantee and PMOC resources (i.e., less
rigorous review)
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Risk Assessment Workshops in PE
4-5 Workshops, depending upon project scope and complexity


Transit Capacity Workshop
Project Delivery, Packaging, and Schedule Review Workshop 
Project Scope and Cost Review Workshop 
Project Implementation Plan Workshop
Project Execution Plan Workshop


All the workshops together take place over a period of 4-6 
months
The risk assessment activities are in parallel to normal grantee
project design activities
Generally, risk assessment activities cannot begin until issuance 
of the ROD
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Discussion about Contingency (cont.)Discussion about Contingency (cont.)
Findings from other organization’s (approximation): 


AACE DOE           TCRP     FTA
Late AA 50% 40% N/A N/A
Entry PE 30% 30% 36% 30%
Entry FD 15% 20% 26% 20%
FFGA 10% 15% N/A 15%
100% Bid 5% 10% 11% 10%


Interpolated off of source documentation…
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Risk-Informed Program FindingsRisk-Informed Program Findings
So far, so good…


“Second generation” risk assessment performed on 
14 New Start projects – at this time, all 14 
assessments within core accountability goals of 5% of 
the total project estimate 
That doesn’t mean that there aren’t challenges!


More work needs to be done with mitigation strategies for risk
Better mitigation means a higher probability for recovery of 
project schedule and/or budget
There is an understanding that adding sufficient contingency 
to a project may impact its cost-effectiveness
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What are some of the lessons-learned to date?
Grantees must pay closer attention to escalation rates and YOE 
calculations than in recent years
Contract terms and conditions have had a strong influence on 
contractor pricing
In some cases, cost estimates are not linked to a WBS activity
Pricing may be adversely affected by lack of competition, 
perhaps resulting from procurement strategies and/or project 
delivery method
Reliability of structures to accommodate the mode of travel have
only been assumed and not verified 
Greatest risk to cost occurs during design and solicitation
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The “Second Generation” risk assessment is 
here to stay


Both DOT and OIG support FTA’s efforts to assure a project with 
a solid scope having a quantified cost and schedule
Longer use of this tool will provide the FTA with more data 
points, and thus lead to a higher confidence estimates
Some grantees are already starting to perform their own “risk 
assessment” prior to the FTA
The grantee and PMOC will actually use the PMP to manage the 
projects (i.e., the PMP won’t be a binder on a shelf)
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FTA is in the process of updating the following 
documents to further reflect these new 
improvements to its Risk-Informed PM Oversight 
Program:


The 1989 Final PMO Rule 
Circular 5010, Grants Management Guidelines
Circular 5200, FFGA Guidelines
2003 Project and Construction Management 
Guidelines
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Consultant Principal-In-Charge: ______________________________________________


Consultant Project Manager: ________________________________________________


Performance Rating Summary
Overall Evaluation


Excellent Above Average Average Below Average         Unacceptable
A □ B □ C □ D □ E □


Comments:  __________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________


Would you recommend continuing selection of this firm? Yes □ No □
Comments: __________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________


CONSULTANT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Consultant:       ____________________________________  Evaluation:  _______________________


Contract No:     ____________________________________  Date:   ___________________________


Project:             ____________________________________
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Building Information Modeling 
(BIM)


Application in Utility Design


Brian D. Buchanan - Dir. Design and Construction 
METRO


Building Information Modeling 
(BIM)


Application in Utility Design


Brian D. Buchanan - Dir. Design and Construction 
METRO







What is BIM?What is BIM?


Building Information Modeling
Using Virtual Design for project 
collaboration from design through 
construction
Most Widely used in Vertical 
Construction
Moving into Horizontal Construction







BIM EXTREMEBIM EXTREME


3D Geometry of all major existing and 
proposed components including 
shape, size, and X,Y,Z coordinates
4th Dimension – Each component tied 
to Construction Schedule
5th Dimension – Each component tied 
to Construction Cost Estimate







Traditional Design & Construction 
Process


Traditional Design & Construction 
Process


Designer imagines an idea to solve a 
clients program
Designer deconstructs 3D ideas to 2D 
representations
Designer passes 2D representations to 
construction team
Construction team attempts to 
reassemble the information into 3D 
object
Steve Ashton, Ashton Raggatt McDougall & Robert Peck, Robert Peck von 
Hartel Trethowan







The BIM WayThe BIM Way


Designer imagines an idea to solve a clients program
Designer and Consultants create an Integrated Digital 
3D Model of their ideas
Consultants import 3D design (civil, struct., mech., 
elect., plumb., etc) into model creating a true 
representation of final design.
Model is continuously reviewed for collisions and 
coordination with integrated project team
Plan views, elevations, sections, and details 
dynamically change with model







BIM DATABIM DATA


As-Builts
Pothole Data
New Design Data


Garbage in/Garbage Out







VideoVideo







CostCost


3.2 Mile Extension ($185M construction estimate)


BIM Engineer – $300K (18 month Pre-
construction phase)
Potholes $300-$700 each


Approximately 700 potholes in the 
3.2 mile extension


Approx. Total Cost $750,000 (0.4%)







TidbitsTidbits


Found that Contractors are more 
advanced with BIM then Design 
Consultants, but changing.
Consultant/Contractor relationship can 
get strained


Critique of design correctness?
Data responsibility and accuracy?


Next step tool to a never ending risk 
Great Public Involvement Tool







Questions?Questions?
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Greater Cleveland 
Regional Transit Authority


ECTP Transit Oriented 
Development


Twenty-Ninth Transit Construction 
Roundtable


April 28-29, 2008
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From Cleveland Plain Dealer Series, Quiet Crisis.  


Information compiled by Plain Dealer from Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce


Greater Cleveland’s Growth Compared to 
the Nation


Existing Cleveland Economy
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From Cleveland: In Focus, A Profile from Census 2000, Brookings Institute


Population Loss
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County 2007 2006 2005 2004 % Change ’04 
– ‘07


Cuyahoga 994 1,358 1,942 2,413 -58.8


Geauga 261 257 368 429 -39.2


Lake 597 806 903 997 -40.1


Lorain 971 1,384 1,876 2,088 -53.5


Medina 691 903 1,214 1,443 -52.1


Portage 469 773 840 814 -42.4


Summit 834 1,222 1,759 1,972 -57.7


Regional 4,817 6.663 8,902 10,156 -52.6


Yr / Yr decline -27.7% -25.5% -12.3%


From Crain’s Cleveland Business, “Struggling to Survive”, March 24-30, 2008


Foreclosures
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• Ohio is in the top 10 states for filings per capita


• Cuyahoga County had 11.5 filings / 1,000 population in 2007, 
the highest rate in the state


Foreclosure Crisis – Cleveland versus State / Nation 
Real Estate Owned (REO) Property Only – Not including Filings


Foreclosures
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Circa 1920
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ECTP Map


Cleveland Neighborhoods


ECTP MAP
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Downtown


East Fourth Street, where developers 
have invested $110 million, is humming 
with nightclubs, apartments, restaurants 
and a downtown bowling alley. 
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Playhouse Square


More than $61.2 million has been 
invested in the Idea Center and 
Hanna Theatre renovations.
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Cleveland State University


CSU's new master plan envisions a residential 
campus with new apartment buildings rising north and 
south of glassy new academic buildings along the 
north side of Euclid Avenue.  Total value of new 
development is estimated at $319.8 million. 
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Midtown


The price of an acre of land in the long-
blighted Midtown area has doubled in the past 
five years from $200,000 to $400,000. 
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Midtown Zoning Overlay DistrictMidtown Zoning Overlay
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Cleveland Clinic
The Cleveland Clinic is 
building $868 million 
worth of new projects, 
including a giant new 
heart institute.  Over 
$468 million in new 
investment has 
already been 
constructed.  This is 
over $1.2 billion in new 
investment fronting on 
Euclid Avenue. 
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University Circle


In University Circle, over $3 billion has been or will be 
invested.  The Cleveland Museum of Art is nearly 
halfway through a six-year, $258 million expansion 
and renovation. The $61.7 million Peter B. Lewis 
Building at CWRU was completed and University 
Hospitals has $326 million worth of investments on 
tap. 
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No-Build 2008 2025


Square Feet 
Development


3.7M 2.4M 7.9M


Number of 
Residential 


Units


2,528 2,943 5,428


Investment $5.5M $2.5B $1.75B


Actual vs. Forecasted  
Development
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Long-Term Economic Benefit


Value of Construction
$110,000,000


Number Construction 
Manhours


415,000


Estimated Payroll 
$13,280,000
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Questions


?????????
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		Cleveland State University
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		Actual vs. Forecasted  Development
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Risk AssessmentRisk Assessment


29th Transit Construction Roundtable Meeting
Cleveland, OH    April 27-29, 2008 


Presented by E. Gregory Thorpe, PE
Manager of Light Rail Engineering & Construction


Utah Transit Authority







AGENDA


I. Application of appropriate contingencies 
in today’s marketplace


II. Pre-PE Cost Review 
III. Pre-FD Risk Assessment
IV. Strategies for negotiated construction 


procurements (contract packaging) 
V. Private Public Partnership and the role 


of the grantee 







Transit 2015 Program


Commuter Rail South
44 Miles


FrontRunner North, 45 Miles







Mid-Jordan LRT Line 
Project Overview
• 10.6 miles Dbl-Track
• 10 New Stations
• 15-minute frequency
• 28 LF Vehicles
• $535 Million (YOE)
• PE May 2007
• FEIS June 2007
• ROD Sept. 2007
• FD anticipated 4/28/08
• FFGA anticipated Oct. 


2008
• Revenue June 2011


N







I. Application of 
Appropriate Contingencies


• Probabilistic Risk Analysis
– What can happen?
– How likely is it that it will happen?
– If it does happen, what are the consequences?


• Risk is dependant upon the phase of the project
– Conceptual, Advanced Conceptual,
– Fundamental, Preliminary,
– Advanced Preliminary, or Final Design


• It is dependant upon “What did I forget?”
• Likelihood of occurrence and Probable 


consequences
• Estimation of Probability vs. Severity







Risk Scoring Matrix
RISK SCORING MATRIX - RISK QUANTIFICATION


Severity of Impact


Project Threatening Serious Challenge Moderate Challenge Minor Challenge


High 1 1 1 2


Moderate 1 1 2 3


Low 1 2 3 3


Probability     
of     


occurre
nce


Very Low 2 3 3 3


Score depends upon professional judgment and where project is in the process!
A score of 1 adds 25-35% cost.  (Risk is significant and mitigation is required)


A score of 2 adds 15-25% cost.  (Risk is moderate and management intervention and review are required)


A score of 3 adds 5-15% cost.  (Risk is low and some mitigation may be required)


PROBABLE COST MATRIX (PERCENTAGE INCREASE TO 2006 BASE COST SHOWN)


Severity of Impact (% increase to base cost)


Project Threatening Serious Challenge Moderate Challenge Minor Challenge


High 35% 30% 25% 20%


Moderate 30% 25% 20% 15%


Low 25% 20% 15% 10%


Probability     
of     


occurre
nce


Very Low 20% 15% 10% 5%







II. Pre-PE Cost Review
• Began July 2006
• Project approx. 30% complete / DEIS complete 
• Initial Cost $345 M (2006$)
• PMOC Initial Report $425 M, Oct. 2006
• UTA Revised Cost $407 M


– $12 M missing scope
– $25 M inadequate contingency (to approx. 30%)


– $30 M added finance charges (to $45 M)


• PMOC and FTA concurred, Nov. 2006 (5 mo.)


• Process added value 







III. Pre-FD Risk Assessment 
• Began August 2007 (9 mo. after Pre-PE Cost Review, plans 60% complete)


– Submitted plans, specs, studies, cost estimates, schedules, operational plans & 
studies, environmental documents, agreements, etc.  


– UTA conducted preparatory in-house Risk Assessment in May 2007 and updated 
the scope and costs to 2007$


• Characterization workshop Oct. 2007
– Scope, Cost and Schedule review
– D/B  Contractor and Independent Cost Estimator participated
– Risk Mapping and Risk Register developed by PMOC, FTA and UTA


• Initial Cost $477 M (2007$), $537 M (YOE) and Nov. 2010 ROD


• Budget, Schedule and Contingency Workshop Dec. 2007


• FTA PG No. 35 Report = $532 M (YOE) and June 2011 ROD


• PG No. 40E, F & G Report Jan. 2008 (6 mo. duration)
– Concurred $537 M cost & June 2011 ROD schedule 
– Also established Secondary (Triggered) Mitigation Measures







Pre-FD Assessment concluded with 
Contingency Management Plan/ 


Project Execution Strategy
• Contingency Hold Points


– $70M at entry to FD (1 Qtr. 2008), $20M Distributed Contingency 
(available to next hold point)


– $50M at 20% Constructed (1Qtr. 2009), $20M Distributed Contingency
– $30M at 50% Constructed (4Qtr, 2009), $15M Distributed Contingency
– $15M at Start-up (1Qtr. 2010), $5M Distributed Contingency
– $10M available after ROD (2Qtr. 2011)


• Secondary (Triggered) Mitigation Measures
– 1Qtr. 2008 to 4 Qtr. 2009- Cost Savings $29M, Schedule Savings 187 


days
– 3Qtr. 2010 (75% constr.)- Cost Savings $28M, Schedule Savings 75 days 







IV. Strategies for Negotiated 
Construction Procurements


• Mid-Jordan used D/B One Step process
– Best Value Based Selection (July to Oct. 2007, before pre-FD RA)


• Technical Qualifications
• Price Proposal


– Quantities and Bid Proposal Price 


• In-House ICE (Independent Cost Estimate)
– MJ Results: ICE $225M,  (New Starts $225 M YOE w/ Contingencies)
– 3 Proposers avg. price $214M
– Low price $205M


• CM/GC for Other 2015 Projects
– Use experience from FrontRunner North and Mid-Jordan in Negotiations
– Continue use of Risk Assessment and ICE 







V. Public Private Partnerships
(PPP)


• Kennecott Land’s Daybreak Development New Town 
Center (quazi-PPP)
– KLC Pays for all elements beyond standard UTA baseline system


• ballasted track on concrete ties, high profile OCS, traction 
power substations, center station platforms, park and ride lots 


– KLC Grants no-cost easement for track corridor, UTA to use as in-
kind donation


– KLC Grants no-cost lease for parking stalls, in-kind donation
– KLC Provides baseline infrastructure (similar to being in an 


existing town)
– KLC Pays for any betterments


• side platforms, paved track, mid-station crossings, traffic 
signals, etc.


– UTA base $35 M, KLC value $11 to $13 M (approx. 3:1)







Thank YouThank You
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Why San Francisco Needs the 
Central Subway
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Chinatown – Stockton Street
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Chinatown – Stockton Street
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Chinatown
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Then…
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And Now…
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Central Subway Benefits


• Trip time reduced from 20 minutes to 7 minutes from 
4th and King to Chinatown


• Subway reduces surface congestion & supports City’s 
Transit First Policy


• Improves regional connections to Caltrain, BART and 
Muni Metro


• Serves a transit dependent area 
– 26% increase in population
– 61% increase in employment
– 68% in Central Subway corridor are without a 


vehicle
• Improves interim T-Third operation
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FTA New Starts Ratings


• Land Use Benefits: High


• Environmental Benefits: High
• Project Justification:  Medium-High


• Mobility Improvements: Medium-High
• Local Financial Commitment:  Medium
• Capital Finance Plan: Medium


• Operating Finance Plan:  Medium


• Overall Project Rating:  Medium-High







Central Subway (Phase 2)
2008 Locally Preferred 


Alternative (LPA)


T Third Line
(Phase 1)
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Fourth/Brannan Surface Station


Existing Fourth & King Station 
(Typical)
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Existing Fourth & King Station
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Moscone Station


Stair/escalator access


Elevator access
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Moscone Center
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Union Square/Market St. Station


Stair/escalator access


Elevator access
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Market Street
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Union Square
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Chinatown Station


Stair / escalator access


Elevator access
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Chinatown
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Chinatown
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North Beach
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Capital Costs


Source T-Third
(Phase 


1)


Central 
Subway


(Phase 2)


Total % of 
Total


Federal $75.2 $762.2 $837.4 43.2
State $190.1 $356.2 $546.3 28.2


Local $382.7 $171.3 $554.0 28.6


Total $648.0 $1,289.7 $1,937.7 100.0
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Metro Transit Oriented 
Development


Real Estate Joint Development


Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority















Metro Joint Development Program Goals
• Encourage comprehensive planning and development 


around station sites and transit corridors.
• Reduce auto use and congestion through 


encouragement of transit-linked development.
• Promote and enhance transit ridership.
• Enhance and protect the transportation corridor and its 


environs.
• Enhance the land use and economic development goals 


of surrounding communities and conform to local and 
regional development plans.


• Generate value to the Metro based on a fair market 
return on public investment.


METRO’S ROLE IN LAND USE 
PLANNING/DEVELOPMENT







Hollywood/Highland Metro Red Line







Hollywood/Vine, Metro Red Line Station







Hollywood and Vine Metro Red Line


Proposed Development Models







Wilshire/Vermont Metro Red Line Renderings







Proposed mixed-use project includes:
• 450 residential units
• 45,000 square feet of commercial space
• Child Care Center
• 800 student middle school
• 700 space underground parking 


structure


Wilshire/Vermont Metro Red Line







Proposed project includes:


• 199 affordable housing units
• 50,400 square feet of retail
• 503 space parking structure


Westlake/McArthur Park Metro Red Line







Chavez-Soto


•3.5 acres


•100 
apartments


• 50,000 s.f. 
retail







Summary of Proposed Development 
Programs


Lowe Enterprises  - NoHo ART WAVE


562 units residential, including 15% affordable


1,012k sf office


157k retail


35k community







Lowe Enterprises – Perspective







1st & Boyle







1st & Soto Proposed Use


• The project consists of 41 
affordable housing units, a 
childcare facility and a 
community oriented retail center. 


– Parcel 1:  First floor will 
include retail uses, 7 
residential units, community 
room, conference room and 
Preschool.  Both the second 
and third floor will have 17 
additional apartment units 
(each floor) for a total 41 
apartment units.  The project 
includes 85 subterranean 
spaces.  The affordable 
housing units will require 
public subsidy. 


– Parcel 2:  Retail uses on the 
first floor and office space on 
the second floor with 10 
parking spaces on this site.







Taylor Yard


• The project will include:


– 295 condominium units


– 108 senior affordable apartment units   


– 68 affordable apartment units


– Recreation building and pool


– LEED certified







Taylor Yard Parcel C – Conceptual Elevations
for Parcel 5


Internal Street Elevation


San Fernando Road 
Elevation


LA River / Rail Elevation
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Strategies for 
Negotiated Procurements


Shawn L. Kildare
Program Executive (Acting), East Side Access
Vice President, Project Controls, Quality, Safety 
& Environmental
MTA Capital Construction







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
Overview


– Benefits of negotiated construction 
procurements.


– Where negotiated procurements work best.
– Disadvantages.
– Examples of negotiated procurements.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
Benefits


– Allows specific risks that the contractor raises to be 
shared.


– Allows specific “terms and conditions” items to be 
negotiated.


– Allows the contractor to suggest cost savings ideas 
that never come to light in a traditional “Design-bid-
build” procurement strategy. 







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
Where negotiated procurements work best


– Owner knows what should be build.
– Owner has completed at least Preliminary 


Engineering:
– Definitive design solution
– Constructibility analysis
– Detailed cost estimate and schedule


– Contractor will have complete control of work 
site.


– Minimal 3rd party influences.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
Disadvantages


– Lengthens the contract award process.
– Requires the owner to have a knowledgeable 


and experienced project management team 
to conduct the negotiations.


– Requires specific subject matter experts to be 
available to assist the project team during 
negotiations.


– May require additional engineering services.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
Disadvantages (con’t)


– May require policy changes in some 
organizations:
– To alter how construction contracts are procured,  
– To change standard contract terms and conditions.


– May require additional resources or procedures 
for overseeing the contractor in the field.


– Negotiations may not result in substantial cost 
savings especially if the number of bidders is 
limited or market conditions are tight.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
South Ferry Terminal Project
Alternative Design Solution


• Major Risk - The tunnel clearance envelope and the 
amount of existing tunnel reconstruction presented 
construction and cost risks. 


• Actions taken
– Cost reduction suggestions were solicited from the bidders 


as well as from Operating Departments
– An innovative cost reduction solution through changing the 


track alignment was investigated and found feasible
– These changes were transmitted to the bidders


• Result – The project budget was maintained and a major 
construction risk was eliminated.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
South Ferry Terminal Project
Project Schedule Mitigation


• Major Risk - the Risk Analysis process identified 
possible schedule slippage due to long lead times for 
procuring Signal Equipment within the Station 
Finishes contract. 


• Actions taken
– Accelerated the Signal Design work
– Removed the procurement of Signal Equipment from the 


Finishes contract
– Bid the Signal Equipment early as a separate contract


• Result – maintained the project end date and 
achieved savings by eliminating General Contractor 
mark-ups.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
East Side Access
Risk Sharing


• Major Risk – Only one bidder answered the initial bid 
solicitation (CM 009 - $364M). 


• Actions taken
– Major outreach effort was undertaken to identify 


reasons for lack of contractor interest.
– Conducted focused risk sharing sessions with 


contractors.
– MTA contractual terms and conditions were changed.


• Result – Number of contractors increased with the 
successful bid coming in $60M under the initial bidder 
who was $30M over the engineer’s estimate.  Net 
savings was $60M.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
East Side Access
Re-packaging – CM009


• Major Risk – Contract Award was delayed 2 years 
(CM 009 - $428M). 


• Actions taken
– Optimized construction phasing and the use of the 


TBM
– Added $100M scope from ensuing contracts.


• Result
– Made the contract more attractive to bidders and saved 1 


year of the 2 year delay
– Project was estimated at $482M and awarded at $428M.  


Although this was $64M more than the earlier $384M low 
bid, the contractor is performing $100M more work.







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
East Side Access
Re-packaging – CQ028


• Major Risk – Recover schedule impact due to delay 
in approving project funding (CM028 - $116M). 


• Actions taken
– Added $60M extra scope.
– Changed contract terms to relax a Prescriptive Design 


which permits the contractor to choose means and 
methods.


• Result
– Recovered part of the schedule delay and saved funds.
– Original low bid was $96M.  After re-packaging, the new low 


bid was $116M.
– Difference between low bids was $23M but the contractor is 


performing an additional $60M of scope.







East Side Access
CQ028 – Excavation Footprint







East Side Access
CQ028 – Excavation Cross section







Strategies for Negotiated Procurements
East Side Access
Re-packaging – CM019


• Major Risk – Initial cost proposal was significantly 
over budget.


• Actions taken
– Removed nearly $100M of scope which the contractor had 


priced significantly higher. Work was not core to their work 
and could be re-bid as separate contracts.


– Added $100M of work that complemented the work initially 
included without any schedule impacts.


• Result
– Able to negotiate a contract that was within budget 


constraints.
– Added scope so that the majority of excavation is now under 


contract.
– The first two of the re-packaged elements have come in 


below budget.







East Side Access
CM019 - Pre-BAFO Excavation Scope







East Side Access
CM019 – Post BAFO Excavation Scope







Reframing Around 
Escalator Shafts


Demolition of 
Platforms and 
Tracks; Utility 
Relocation


Elevator and 
Ventilation Shafts


East Side Access
Manhattan Re-Packaging
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Quality Assurance in Project Design 
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Lessons Learned


FTA Construction Roundtable
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MTA’s track to Quality Improvement
Early 80’s-90’s – MTA was an agency doing a few large 
projects for new rail systems (Metro and Light Rail)


Early 90’s – commuter rail system absorbed into MTA


Present Day – MTA’s has a few hundred capital projects 
that now include systems preservation, construction 
next to active rail lines, and expansion of commuter rail 
and bus services. 


Early 2000’s – MTA created a separate QA/QC Division 
responsible for all Design and Construction and with 
direct report to Chief Engineer


New Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) issued in 
2007 – replaced QA/QC Plan developed in early 1990’s







MARYLAND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
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Maryland Transit Administration


QUALITY 


ASSURANCE 


PROGRAM PLAN


Office of Engineering & Construction
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MTA’s Quality Initiatives
Quality Assurance Program Plan


Quality Management Plan for Design Consultants


Errors & Omissions Policy


Facilities Engineering Design Procedures Manual


Systems Engineering Design Procedures Manual


Resident Engineer’s Manual


Inspector’s Field Guide for Quality


Commissioning Process and Guidelines


QA/QC Training







MARYLAND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION


OFFICE OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
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Quality Assurance Program Plan
Follows FTA’s QA/QC Guidelines consisting of 15 
Elements


Identifies requirements for development, 
implementation, maintenance, auditing, 
compliance review, and reporting of quality 
assurance activities


All construction contracts, RFP’s, and Purchase 
Orders, now include a requirement/specification 
for QA/QC







MARYLAND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION


OFFICE OF ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
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QAPP – Design Reviews
Determine if design criteria have been accurately       
expressed and verify constructability of design


Determine if appropriate quality standards have been specified 
for intended use, and that parts, materials, equipment and 
processes specified are appropriate to the application


Include any applicable means of verifying design such as 
modeling, independent design analysis, qualification testing, 
evaluation of historical data, and simulation


Performed by personnel other than those who originated the 
design, but who have equal to or higher qualifications







MARYLAND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
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Quality Management Plan (QMP):
Each design consultant required to develop and maintain 
a QMP specific to each assigned project. 


QMP establishes and maintains procedures to control 
and verify the design of projects ensuring design criteria 
and MTA or other pertinent requirements are met.  


Design control includes ensuring that design 
requirements are understood, design interfaces are 
coordinated, design verification activities are executed, 
and design changes are controlled
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Quality Management Plan (QMP):
Some initial resistance from consultant community and 
MTA Project Managers - was eventually overcome. 


This QMP requirement per design task is now specified 
in any new procurements of A/E contracts.


MTA does not have to issue the NTP for a design task 
until the QMP is approved by the PM and QA/QC


Has helped primes focus on managing their 
subconsultants more effectively - especially since 
Maryland has an aggressive MBE/DBE program
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Office of Engineering Manuals
Facilities and Systems Design Manuals are used by 
design staff and provide techniques and standard 
procedures and processes for the management and 
control of design projects


Resident Engineer’s Manual is used by field staff to 
consistently administer construction contracts while 
the Inspector’s Field Guide provides thorough 
checklists as a quick reference for inspection of many 
items


Training is provided to all pertinent staff on each 
Manual and on each Quality Initiative
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Commissioning Process – Design Level


Design Intent/Basis of Design


Develop Commissioning Plan


Develop Contract Requirements and 
Specifications relative to Commissioning


Design Review
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Project Design Considerations
Create an interdisciplinary team for each project 
that is involved at all review stages. (Eng., Constr., 
Ops, Safety, etc.)


Each area has opportunity to be involved in the 
project from the start, assure their needs are being 
addressed and verify what is being proposed is 
feasible


When feasible bring in Resident Engineer or CM 
Team to review documents prior to Ad


Develop and use Lessons Learned for each project
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Quality Partnerships
MOE (Maintenance, Operations & Engineering) 
meetings to improve overall communications and 
efficiencies and develop a rapport. 


Develop partnerships with other offices within 
your agency that you do business with regularly, 
(Planning, Procurement, IT, Safety, Legal, etc.)


Develop good rapport with local section of 
American Council of Engineering Companies 
(ACEC)
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Even with all these initiatives, we know 
that we will still have Quality issues…


Develop an Errors and Omissions policy and procedures 
with some buy-in from the consultant community


Develop and utilize a consultant rating system so if 
quality, performance or responsiveness slips or is 
unsatisfactory it is tracked.  


MTA has not tried to manage expectations of consultant 
key staff to stay with a firm – however, be prepared to 
give the firm a low consultant rating and poor reference 
on future contracts if necessary.
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Lessons Learned
MTA has been developing Lessons Learned from 
various completed projects to be able to:


Pursue any corrective action of past mistakes


Avoid making the same mistakes again and again


Improve the Project quality in Design Phase


Minimize the impacts in Construction Phase


Improve the Project Delivery to the Customers


Reduce Customer complaints
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Shortfalls of previous Lessons Learned


When a project is completed the Lessons Learned 
information gets discussed, but is potentially at risk of 
not reaching the Design Personnel as feedback due to:


Coordination lacking between CM & Design Groups
Loss of relevant Personnel to movement
New Design Players on the team
Lack of QA Oversight in closing the loop
No consistency in storage or retrieval of information
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New approach for every ongoing Contract:


MTA is in the initial stages of developing a database 
generated through Lessons Learned from past and 
present completed projects


Develop a Lesson Template for each Lesson Learned 
and input into new Database
Require Project Managers, Designers, and QA staff to 
access the Database for any new projects assigned
Database can be easily sorted by engineering 
discipline, type of project, etc.
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Classify each Lesson into a Main Category
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Administrative Considerations


Clear Right-of-Way and all Permits obtained


Bid Items and Estimated Quantities appropriate 
for project


Schedule type appropriate for project


Duration and milestones appropriate for project


Liquidated damages amount sufficient to cover 
additional costs incurred


Insurance requirements appropriate for project
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Typical Design/Constructability Problem Areas:


Conflicts or lack of information in the documents or in 
the field


Access to perform the work not identified or clearly 
spelt out


Staging or sequencing not properly thought out or 
portrayed in documents, including maintaining service 
or traffic


Methods or materials to construct the work are not 
feasible
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Conflicts or Lack of Information
Civil/systems interfaces are most common as are 
other conflicting proposed work areas indicated by 
multiple designers


Insufficient utility investigation or unknown 
utilities, including our own!


Insufficient geotechnical or environmental 
investigation or differing site conditions


Ambiguities in the documents
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Facilities Design Lessons sub-categorized into:
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Engineering disciplines sub-categorized into projects:
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Each Lesson Template consists of:


Main and Sub-category
Background Info – Finding of Fact (FOF)
Method of Resolution
Impact due to the Lesson – Time & Money
Corrective action to be pursued & by whom
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QA personnel will review recently completed 
projects and ongoing contracts and shall:


Review contract changes, RFIs & claims
Create Lesson Learned Data Templates
Maintain data in uniform template format
Analyze the Lesson Learned data
Validate the data with Design & CM groups
Update the central database
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Thank You!


Questions?
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Utility Relocations


Myth or Fact:  It is less expensive to 
relocate a utility than design around it.


Myth or Fact:  No Subsurface Utility 
Engineering (SUE) is required if you plan 
to relocate the utility.


Myth or Fact:  Utility relocations can be 
done within a very short time frame and 
will not impact your project construction 
schedule.







Challenge
Decisions:


Do you need to utilize Subsurface  Utility 
Relocations (SUE)?
What level of SUE should be used and 
when?
Will the money spent for SUE during 
design save you money and time later?
Is it more cost effective to relocate the 
utility or design around the utility?







Three components of SUE


Data Management


Research


Location
(Survey and Designation)







By knowing exactly where a utility is positioned in 
three dimensions, the designer can often make 
small adjustments in elevations or horizontal 
locations and avoid the need to relocate utilities. 
Additional information such as utility material, 
condition, size, soil contamination, and paving 
thickness also assists the designer and utility owner 
in their decisions.


Four Quality Levels of SUE







Tone Induced Into Utility







Level A SUE


Concrete Core







Obtaining the cooperation of the utility companies.


Begin your discussions with the utility companies in 
design and include Upper Management for all parties 
in these discussions.


Clarify who will pay for the relocations.
If you are paying for the relocation, become 
familiar with the federal and state guidelines for 
utility relocation agreements.


Challenge







Agree to the process each party will use 
for getting the necessary approvals and 
signatures for these agreements within
a timely manor.
Agree on a schedule for the relocation that 
meets the needs of your project.


Challenge







Challenge


Communication, 


Coordination and 


Cooperation in the field during relocation of 
utilities and simultaneous construction of your 
project.











Who will handle the construction 
coordination for the utility company and the 
project construction contractor?


If possible, get the utility company to 
designate specific construction crews to 
work on your project exclusively.


Challenge















How to resolve disagreements during utility 
relocation and project construction.


When conflicts or disagreements occur in the 
field, you have a system established and 
agreed to by all parties as to how the conflict 
will be resolved quickly.


Challenge







Summary


Communication, Coordination and Cooperation


Is your information based on facts or myths?
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SFMTA Consultant Contracting 
Procedures


• Compliance with FTA circular 4220.1E
• Agency self certification
• FTA contract clause and provision compliance
• Procurement training
• Written standards of conflict
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SFMTA Consultant Procurements


• Qualifications-based competitive proposal 
– Evaluation of qualifications
– Price excluded as an evaluation factor
– Negotiations with the most qualified.
– Contract Award made to most qualified whose 


price is fair and reasonable.
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SFMTA Consultant Procurements


• Cost or price analysis
– Independent estimate prior to proposal.
– Labor hours, overhead, materials cost analysis
– Profit negotiation
– Prohibition of cost plus percentage of cost.


• Payment provisions
– No advance payments.
– Monthly progress payments
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SFMTA Consultant Procurements


• Staff augmentation to maintain a stable, 
efficient technical staff
– Civil Service Commission Classification


• Consultant selection process report
• Establishment of DBE goals 
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Consultant Selection Procedure


• Evaluation criteria/selection
• Professional liability
• Fixed fee not to exceed 10%
• Commitment of key personnel
• Standardized invoicing
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Consultant Administration


• Goal of effective business relationship
– Ensuring close supervision of budget, schedule, 


technical performance and compliance with 
documentation requirements


• Assign responsibility to agency PM
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Consultant Management


• Approving resourced task based work plan
• Billing verification
• Monitor consultant’s conformance work.
• Initiate design process reviews
• Small business enterprise monitoring
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Consultant Relationship Goals


• Time is money
• Order taker / loss of value
• Pay for services performed
• Design integration


– Fragmented delivery process
– Liability insulation


• Use embedded math & science logic  into 
software. Embedded technology 


• Knowledge sharing 
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Building and Sustaining 
Project Team


• Project Team Building
– Work breakdown structure
– Regulatory interface plan
– Third-party stakeholder endorsement
– Well defined goals
– Clear responsibilities
– Boundary/operating guidelines
– Decision making process
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Building and Sustaining 
Project Team


• Sustaining the Team
– Measure progress
– Diagnosis
– Evaluation and feedback
– Corrective action


• Closing the Project
– Phased closure of  tasks
– Archive Information
– Demobilize Staff
– Reward and Recognition
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Consultant Amendments


• Amendment Request
– Description of scope change
– Engineer’s cost and schedule impact
– Evaluation of in-house technical resources


• Consultant Amendment proposal
– Task definition
– Direct labor impacts
– Profit
– Small business enterprise goals
– Negotiation of both time and cost
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Conflict Resolution/Change 
Management


• Avoid placing blame
• Clarify and define issue
• Listen completely to other party
• State your point of view clearly
• Work on what you can agree on
• Brainstorm alternate solutions
• Attempt to agree on a potential solution
• Document solution
• Agree on how to check if solution is working
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Agenda


Project Overview
Current Project Status
Integrated Public Art
Safety
Challenges/Contributors to Success
Project Tour 







Construction Contracts







Contract Units
Roadway Packages


C01 – Transit Zone North of Euclid Ave.
C02 – E. Roadway to Innerbelt, Public Square, and 
E. 17th St. Ext.
C03 – Euclid Avenue – Innerbelt to E.79th St.
C04 – Euclid Avenue – E. 79th to City Line


System Wide Packages
C05A – Stations
C05B – Traffic Signals, Communications, Lighting


Maintenance Facilities
C06 – Hayden and Central Bus Modifications







Budget


Revised FFGA budget
Vehicles - $  21.10 M
Construction - $  86.59 M
Land Acquisition - $  13.50 M
Other Capital Costs - $  46.02 M
Public Art - $    0.70 M
Contingency - $    0.49 M
Total - $168.40 M







Budget/Funding/Cash Flow
ECTP COST TO DATE VS BUDGET
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Key project datesKey project dates


C-02 completion August 17, 2008
C-03 completion May 13, 2008
C-04 completion August 16, 2008
C-05A completion August 25, 2008
C-05B completion September 22, 2008
AIS October 25, 2008
Revenue Operations December 31, 2008







Risk points in scheduleRisk points in schedule


CPP Work C02 and C04


C02 Communications Duct & Splice 
Boxes


C-05B 2008 Stacking of signal, lighting 
& communications activation work







Recent Accomplishments
On November 15, 2007 Public Square was 
completed 
On November 26, 2007 began operating in 
Exclusive Transit Lanes between East 17th and 
East 55th
December 18, 2007 C-03 contract reached 
Substantial Completion on schedule
January 15, 2008 began operating on new 
Lower Euclid south side pavement and started 
Clinic Area construction
On April 27, 2008 began operating in Exclusive 
Transit Lanes between E. 55th and E. 85th
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Early Open Segment
Operational on November 26, 2007
Communication plan prior to opening
Safety flyers distributed through corridor
Transit Police enforcement of transit 
lanes and pedestrian movements
Currently operating safely
Travel times significantly reduced







East 17th to East 55th Open







Recent Progress
C - 02


Public Square (re)completed
South side Public Square to East 14th


pavement completed
NE Quadrant at East Ninth underway
East 9th to East 14th north side 
pavement being placed
Public Square to E. 9th utilities and 
grading underway 







CC--02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt







CC--02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt
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CC--02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt02 Public Sq. to Innerbelt
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Recent Progress


C - 03
Substantial Completion of entire 
project achieved on schedule 
December 18, 2007
Currently working on punch-list items 
and project close-out







CC--03 Innerbelt to East 79th03 Innerbelt to East 79th
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Recent Progress
C – 04


Pavement, sidewalks, medians and 
platforms completed East 81st to East 
86th


Utility relocation and drainage work 
completed East 105th to East 107th


North side sidewalks, platforms and 
curbs 90% completed East 107th to City 
Line
Drainage and utility work starting on 
south side East 107th to Mayfield







CC--04 East 7904 East 79thth to City Limitto City Limit
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CC--04 East 7904 East 79thth to City Limitto City Limit







Recent Progress


C – 05A
2 Public Square stations have been 
completed
Midtown station fabrication has 
continued and 22 stations completed
Curbside station fabrication has 
continued and 14 stations installed, 10 
completed







C-05A Stations 







C-05A Stations 







C-05A Stations 







C-05A Stations 







CC--05A Stations05A Stations







Recent Progress
C – 05B


Wire, light poles and fixtures have 
been delivered to site and continue  
being installed by ECTP/CPP
Installing traffic signal poles and mast 
arms and traffic signal controllers
Installing traffic control signage
Integrated art pieces being installed







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







C-05B Signals, Lighting 
and Communications 







Construction Safety


Recordable Case Rates
5 incidents in 330,995 exposure hours
3 in C-03, 1 in C-04, and 1 in C-06
Overall ECTP rate is 3.02
Bureau of Labor Statistic rate is 6.4
Const. Industry Institute rate is 0.87







Construction Safety


Days Away from Work Case Rates
3 incidents in 330,995 exposure hours
3 in C-03
Overall ECTP rate is 1.8
Bureau of Labor Statistic rate is 2.4
Const. Industry Institute rate is 0.35







Construction Safety


Safety items brought to contractors 
immediate attention include:


MOT elements not properly maintained
Trench/excavation safety
Workers without Personal Protective 
Equipment







Construction Safety


Proactive safety measures to protect 
public and workers implemented by 
contractors and observed include:


Intensive MOT effort in new zones
Good housekeeping of work area
Removal of MOT and material from open 
segment







Integrated Public ArtIntegrated Public Art


Granite Hands


Garbage Font


Bridge Truss Crosswalks


“Removable” curb







Granite HandGranite Hand







“Garbage Font”







Bridge Truss CrosswalkBridge Truss Crosswalk







““RemovableRemovable”” curbcurb







Challenges


City Public Power Utility (CPP)


Cleveland Clinic (CCF)


City Storm & Sanitary Sewer Utility







Contributors to Success


Project Team
GCRTA/ODOT/consultants
Contractor project manager


Mother Nature
Sand (glacial lake beach)
Weather (climate change benefit?)
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Project Safety


Personal protective equipment
Watch for traffic 
Watch for equipment
Watch footing
Respect fences, barricades & 
signage
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Around the Table Discussion 
  
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
 
VTA is beginning the process of updating the Santa Clara County Measure A Revenue & 
Expenditure Plan, which contains a $21.5B (YOE) program of projects to be accomplished over 
the next 30 years, including the extension of BART to San Jose.  Revised revenue forecasts will 
require moving certain Measure A project schedules out and “shortening” the list of projects.  
Along with revising the implementation plan, discussions will get underway to identify strategies 
for ultimately funding the operations and maintenance of these capital improvements. 
 
Mr. Mark Robinson 
Rails Project Manager  
3331 North First Street, Building B  
San Jose, CA  95134-1906 
Phone: (408) 793-8702 
Fax: (408) 920-0350 
E-mail:Mark.Robinson@vta.org 








Around the Table Discussion 
 
Honolulu High Capacity Transit Corridor Project 
 
In Honolulu we are currently anticipating approval to enter into preliminary engineering for a 20-
mile all elevated rail transit system.  There will be 19 stations on the system and it will operate as 
a “light metro” system using fully automated third rail cars in train consists of 3 or four units.  
The cost estimate for the project, about $3.5 billion in 2006 dollars, is currently being updated.  
An interesting aspect of the project is that the funding is planned to be about 75% local and 25% 
federal.  Because of this, the City intends to begin construction immediately following clearance 
of the EIS and final ROD.  This is being done to expedite the project and avoid the extended 
duration after a ROD to reach a full funding grant agreement.  It is anticipated that this approach 
will save over a year’s worth of inflation costs on the project.  The vehicles might also be 
contracted ahead of the FFGA in order to begin providing service on the first phase segment as 
early as possible.  The total work contracted by the City ahead of the FFGA could amount to 
something between $600 million and $1.2 billion or as much as 50% of the total project cost.  
This approach has been discussed with FTA, but it is not yet formally submitted or reviewed. 
 
The initial construction will be for guideway and maintenance facility in one to three design-
build segment contracts.  Future segments could be either design-build or design-bid-build.  
Construction and procurement packaging alternatives are currently being evaluated and we 
would be interested in hearing from the Roundtable members about their thoughts on this 
packaging.  On the civil/facilities side, our concerns are about the practical size limits for 
construction packages.  On the systems procurement side, our concerns are about the advantages 
and disadvantages of various package combinations for vehicles, train control, traction power 
and communications. 
 
Another issue facing the City is FTA’s lack of definition for the risk analysis program which is 
necessary for approval to enter into preliminary engineering.  We have produced the other 
various documents required for PE approval (PMP, RAMP, SSMP, etc.) and have indications 
that they will be accepted.  We have had no instructions whatsoever about what will be required 
for pre-PE risk analysis.  
 
 
 
Simon Zweighaft 
Chief Project Officer 
Honolulu High Capacity Transit Corridor Project 
Department of Transportation Services 
City and County of Honolulu 
Alii Place, 1099 Alakea Street, Ste 1706 
Honolulu, HI  96813 
Phone:  808-292-4695 
Email:  zweighaft@infraconsultllc.com 








Around the Table Discussion 


TriMet 


Currently, TriMet is working on two FFGA projects.  


WES - Westside Express Service  
WES is a 14.7 mile new Commuter Rail service connecting the western suburbs of Wilsonville, 
Tualatin, Tigard and Beaverton. Total FFGA cost is $117.3 million. It includes five stations, 
including 700 park-and-ride spaces spread among four of the stations. The project also includes 
four new Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU) railcars. The service will shared upgraded tracks with a 
short line freight rail provider. The scope of work includes upgraded track, structures, crossing 
improvements, stations and a signal system. Work is approximately 80% complete and service is 
expected to begin in October 2008. 


I205 / Portland Mall Light Rail Project  
This project, also known as South Corridor Phase 1, is a 8.3 mile expansion of the existing MAX 
light rail system. Total FFGA cost is $575.7million. The project includes two major segments:  


A 6.5 mile segment along Interstate 205 connecting the existing Gateway Transit Center 
to the Clackamas Town Center. It includes eight stations and 2300 park-and-ride spaces.  


A 1.8 mile segment running north/south through the downtown core, connecting Union 
Station and Portland State University and crossing the existing east-west LRT through 
downtown. Ten new downtown stations will be added with this segment. 


The project also includes 22 new low floor light rail vehicles.   


Work is approximately 50% complete and service is expected to begin in September 2009.  


For both projects, topics of discussion at the Construction Roundtable could include:  


FTA Risk Analysis (covered at previous sessions)  
Managing costs in an escalating construction market  
Improving construction safety performance  


 


Dan Blocher | Director, Capital Construction Programs | TriMet | 503.962.2201 direct | 
www.trimet.org 


 
 



http://www.trimet.org/






Around the Table Discussion 
 
 
METRO – Phoenix, AZ 
 
METRO is seven months away from beginning revenue service on the 20 mile Central 
Phoenix/East Valley starter system.  Currently civil construction is finishing up and 
station and systems work is in full swing.  Thirty six vehicles have been assembled and 
are working their way through qualification testing.  The project is slated to open on 
December 27th, 2008 
 
METRO has also begun the Final design of a 3.2 mile extension of the 20 mile starter 
segment and this is slated to begin construction this year.  This project is utilizing the 
CM@Risk procurement method and is totally locally funded by the City of Phoenix. 
Finally, in the planning stages are three more extensions which include an approximate 
10 mile extension in the I-10 west highway corridor.   
 
Contact: 
Brian Buchanan 
Director of Design & Construction 
Valley Metro Rail 
101 North First Avenue 
Suite 1300 
Phoenix, AZ  85003 
Phone:  602-744-5544 
Fax:      602-262-2682 
Email:  bbuchanan@valleymetro.org 








Around the Table Discussion 


CENTRAL FLORIDA COMMUTER RAIL PROJECT SCOPE 


The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is advancing a commuter rail transit project 
to run along a 61-mile stretch of existing rail freight tracks in a four-county area in Central 
Florida.   The 31-mile Phase I segment would serve 12 stations, linking DeBary, FL to Orlando.  
Phase II would serve 5 additional stations, north to DeLand, FL and south to Poinciana, FL. 
Service is expected to begin on Phase I in 2010.   


The Department is in the midst of selecting a firm to Design and Build thirty two (32) miles of 
commuter rail service for phase I as well as operate and maintain the entire 61 mile corridor 
during the construction of Phase I.   Three Design/Build teams have been shortlisted.  Technical 
proposals are due from the teams on May 9, 2008.  Price proposals from these firms are due on 
June 6.   


Track Work 
The track work includes new track construction adjacent to approximately 18 miles of existing 
single mainline track in five sections.  Approximately two (2) miles total of existing single track 
will remain single track.  Various track upgrades and realignments needed throughout the 
corridor.  New maintenance and storage tracks are to be constructed in the Vehicle Storage and 
Maintenance Facility.   
 
Highway and Pedestrian Grade Crossings 
Within phase I there are 94 highway-rail grade crossings, 42 of which are in the new second 
track construction sections. There are new pedestrian crossings at various locations throughout.   
 
Railway Signal Systems 
The railway signal system work includes the design, fabrication, installation, testing, 
commissioning and cutover of a new wayside Traffic Control System signal system and 
installation of new wayside equipment along the 32-mile miles of phase I. 
 
Communications Systems 
The systems work includes design, fabrication, construction, testing, and commissioning of all 
communications systems required for dispatch, operations, and maintenance of phase I and 
maintenance of the 62-mile CFCRT corridor. This includes a Traffic Control System, an 
Operations Control Center, provisions in the station platforms for passenger-information systems 
(public address system, variable message systems and closed circuit television (CCTV) system), 
and all systems integration, testing, commissioning and startup required for a fully functional 
commuter rail system in phase I.   
 
Structures 
Structural work includes the replacement of approximately 100 feet of timber trestle section of 
the railroad bridge over the St. Johns River.  The bridge replacement will require new 
foundations, substructure and superstructure.  
 
Station Platforms 
Station platform work includes the design and construction of concrete side platforms at each 
station.  







 
Vehicle Storage and Maintenance Facility and Operations Control Center 
The Design/Build Firm will be required to design and construct maintenance and operations 
facilities.   The maintenance and operations facilities will include a Vehicle Storage and 
Maintenance Facility and an Operations Control Center. 
 
Railway Maintenance Services 
The railway maintenance services during design and construction include inspection and 
maintenance of all existing mainline track, right-of-way, bridges, wayside signal equipment, 
communication systems, and highway-rail grade crossings within the approximately 62-mile rail 
corridor.   
 
Frank J. O'Dea, P.E. 
District Construction Engineer 
Florida Department of Transportation 
phone 386-943-5344      fax 386-943-5716 
e-mail :  frank.odea@dot.state.fl.us 


 



mailto:frank.odea@dot.state.fl.us






 
 
 
 
Around the Table Discussion 
 
Sound Transit 
 
Joe Gildner, Sound Transit, is currently working on the last elements to complete the 
Sound Move Plan established in 1996.  The plan includes a mix of transportation 
improvements: high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane access improvements, ST Express 
bus routes, Sounder commuter rail and Link light rail. To date, the ST Regional Express 
program has provided funding to HOV lane access to 100 miles of freeway bus and 
carpools lanes at 17 locations in the tri-county region.  Two HOV access capital projects 
remain.  Likewise, roughly 80% (24) of the community connections (i.e. stations, transit 
centers, park-and-ride lots and arterial improvements) have been completed throughout 
the tri-county area.  The remaining six connections have been budgeted for 2008.  To 
date, ST Sounder program has completed roughly 90% of the commuter rail system 
between Everett and Tacoma.  The remaining work between Tacoma and Lakewood (8 
miles) is underway.  To date, Link light rail has completed roughly 84% of the 
construction work for 16 miles of guideway and 13 stations from downtown Seattle to 
Sea-Tac International Airport.  This Project is still on schedule to open in 2009.  Also, 
work continues on final design and our FFGA for the University Link, a 3-½ mile 
extension of the Initial Segment from downtown Seattle to the University of Washington.   
Looking ahead, ST recognizes a number of challenges as the Agency continues to 
manage fixed-price contracts (a number of them multi-year) in volatile marketplace.  
Likewise, ST continues to assess the bidding climate for future construction contracts.  
ST continues to review the Agency’s work on risk assessments, contract packaging and 
pricing, engineer estimates, bid-ability and constructability reviews.   In the later case, the 
Agency is mobilizing our construction management consultants earlier to assist in the 
reviews.  The Agency is also upgrading procedures for independent design and estimate 
reviews.  The Agency has been working with the local AGC representatives to improve 
the General Conditions in our contract documents.   And, the Agency continues review 
our fleet management and life cycle costing procedures.    
 
Contact: 
Jose Gildner 
Deputy Director of Technical Services 
Sound Transit-Link Light Rail 
Union Station, 401 S. Jackson Street 
Seattle, WA  98104-2826 
Phone:  (206) 689-3350 
Fax:      (206) 398-5269 
Email:   gildnerj@soundtransit.org                                                                                                                       








Around the Table Discussion 
 
The Roundtable Discussion that I would like to introduce involves the resolution of contractor 
and consultant requests for equitable adjustments (REA's) related to project delays.  SEPTA, 
though an inter-departmental team approach, brings together a number of departments including 
Contract Administration, Project Control, Project Management Staff and Internal Audit to 
review, discuss and ultimately develop a proposed settlement range for compensable project 
delays. 
  
We have formalized a 'draft' Project Management Procedure that I've attached and would like to 
discuss/present to the Construction Roundtable – see below. 
 
Presented by: 
John Grosso 
Manager – Project Control/QA/QC 
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority 
1234 Market Street, 12th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA  19107 
Phone:  215-580-3777 
Fax:  215-580-3780 
Email:   jgrosso@septa.org 
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1. PURPOSE 
 
 A. Provide a reference document for reviewing Time Impact Analyses (TIA’s) and 


Requests for Equitable Adjustment (REA’s). 
 
 B. Includes the types of delay costs and potential offsets for change order work. 
 
 C. Describes the process SEPTA uses for resolving REA’s. 
 
2. RESPONSIBILITIES 
  
 A. Time Impact Analyses (TIA) 
 
  1. Project Management 
 


- Review the TIA’s delay issues for accuracy. 
- Identify contractor-caused delays. 


 
  2. Project Control 


 
- Determine entitlement to a time extension. 
- Perform concurrent delay analysis. 
- Review and summarize TIA findings. 


 
  3. Contract Administration and Internal Audit 
 


- Review Project Control’s recommendations for time extensions 
and compensable days. 


- Contract Administration sends correspondence to contractor on its 
entitlement to a time extension. 


 
 B. Requests for Equitable Adjustments (REA) 
 
  1. Project Management 







 
- Review REA and verify accuracy of information presented. 


  2. Project Control 
 


- Review REA with respect to the TIA and SEPTA delay analyses. 
- Summarize REA costs. 
- Provide analysis to Contract Administration and Internal Audit for 


review. 
 


  3. Contract Administration and Internal Audit 
 
 - Internal Audit reviews REA’s costs and associated delay, and 


calculates entitlement to home office overhead. 
 
3. DEFINITIONS 
 
 A. Types of Damages 
 
  1. Contractor Damages 
 


- Extended field office overhead and home office overhead. 
- Escalation, lost productivity, insurance, bonds and interest. 
- Lost profit, consultant fees and loss of bonding capacity. 
- Weather-related costs. 
 


  2. SEPTA Damages 
 


- Liquidated damages. 
- Actual damages. 
 


 B. Change Orders and Delay Claims 
 
  1. For change order work performed during the extended period, the field 


office, home office and bond costs included in the change order may be 
used to potentially offset some of the contractor’s delay damages. 
 


4. GUIDELINES/PROCEDURES 
 
 A. TIA Review and REA Resolution Process 
 
  1. TIA Review 
 


- Staffs review TIA and discuss internally. 
- Project Management Staff identifies contractor-caused delays. 
- Project Control performs concurrent delay analysis and determines 


the number of excusable and non-excusable days. 







- Contract Administration and Internal Audit review Project 
Control’s analysis. 


- Contract Administration notifies the contractor of the number of 
excusable days and its entitlement to a time extension. 


  2. REA Review and Resolution 
 


- Staffs review REA and discuss internally. 
- Based on the results of the TIA review above, Project Control 


summarizes the contractor’s REA. 
- Project Control, Project Management staff, Contract 


Administration and Internal Audit discuss preliminary analysis. 
- Internal Audit determines home office overhead entitlement and 


amount. 
- If necessary, Contract Administration requests additional 


information from the contractor to support the costs claimed in the 
REA. 


- Project Management Staff reviews the detail of REA costs 
presented and verifies costs through project documentation. 


- Project Control, Project Management Staff, Contract 
Administration and internal Audit update analysis and establish 
preliminary settlement range. 


- Contract Administration obtains senior management approval of 
potential settlement range. 


- Contract Administration negotiates a settlement with the 
contractor. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








Around the Table Discussion 
  
Miami-Dade  Transit 
 
1.  Busway Segment II:  
Scope:  


• The project includes the construction of approximately 6.5 miles of Busway extension 
from SW 264th ST to SW 344th ST and 0.8 miles of the extension of the bike path from 
SW 344th ST to US-1. 


  
Lessons Learned/Challenges:  


• Added scope after contract was awarded:  additional Shelters/Bus Stops/Signalization 
• Coordination with local municipalities (JPA's) for 


architectural/aesthetics improvements.   
• Interagency coordination with Public Works on synchronization of signalization. 
• Verification of known utilities prior to "breaking ground". 
• Modification to MOT set-ups (detours, etc.),  
• Use of asphalt base to speed construction thru intersections.   


  
2.   Miami Intermodal Center Earlington Heights Connector:  
Scope:   


• The MIC-Earlington Heights Connector is an elevated 2.4 mile double track, heavy rail 
extension of the existing Miami-Dade Metrorail system.    The project includes one new 
MetroRail station at the MIC.  This project provides a direct link to Downtown 
Miami from the MIC.   


  
Challenges expected:   


• Crossing of the South Florida Rail Corridor, Miami River, SR 112 (lane-rental 
specifications for loss revenue to tolls),  


• Connection to existing Earlington Heights station. 
• FAA glidepath height restrictions both thru final design and construction 
• Right-of-way  
• Utilities 
• Environmental assessments 
  


Lessons Learned: 
• Extensive constructability reviews,  
• Pre-bid meetings with Contractor and CEI firms,  
• 90 day advertisement,  
• Cut-off for pre-bid RFI's one month prior to bid opening,  
• JPA with FDOT @ MIC,  
• Dry-run with Building Department/Life Safety to obtain permit, 
• Systems will be Design-Build incorporated into the contract.        


  
  
Malka G. Rodriguez      James A. Sumoski, P.E. 
Acting Chief Construction Division   MDT Construction Manager 
Miami Dade Transit  
701 NW 1st Court, Suite 15-101, Miami, Florida 33136 
Office: (786) 469-5308 - Fax (786) 469-5573 
malkagr@miamidade.gov 
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Around the Table Discussion 
 
DART EXPANSION PLANS 
DART RAIL FACTS 
 


• Currently operating: 45 miles, 35 stations (service opened June 14, 
1996) 
 


• Northwest/Southeast (Green Line) expansion: 27.7 miles, 20 stations 
 


• Northwest Corridor (Orange Line) expansion: 14 miles, 7 stations 
 


• Northeast Corridor (Blue Line) expansion: 4.5 miles, 1 station 
 
 
SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR (GREEN LINE) EXPANSION 
10.1 miles, Pearl Station to Buckner Station; 8 stations 
 
Pearl Station to MLK Station (2.7 miles) 
Opens: September 2009 
Stations*:  Deep Ellum Station 
Baylor Station 
Fair Park Station 
MLK Station 
* Daily service to Victory Station also begins September 2009  
 
MLK Station to Buckner Station (7.4 miles) 
Opens: December 2010 
Stations:  Hatcher Station 
Lawnview Station 
Lake June Station 
Buckner Station  
 
NORTHWEST CORRIDOR (GREEN LINE) EXPANSION 
17.6 miles, West End Station (Dallas) to Frankford Station 
(Carrollton); 12 stations 
 
West End Station to Victory Station (1.2 miles) 
Opened: November 12, 2004 (special event service only) 
September 2009 (daily service)  
Stations:  Victory Station  







 
Victory Station to Inwood Station (2.8 miles) 
Opens: December 2010  
Stations:  Market Center Station 
Southwestern Medical District/Parkland Station 
Inwood Station  


 
Inwood Station to Bachman Station (Northwest Highway) (3.2 miles) 
Opens: December 2010  
Stations:  Love Field Station 
Bachman Station  
 
Bachman Station to Farmers Branch Station (4.9 miles) 
Opens: December 2010  
Stations:  Walnut Hill/Denton Station 
Royal Lane Station 
Farmers Branch Station  
 
Farmers Branch Station to North Carrollton/Frankford Station (5.5 
miles) 
Opens: December 2010  
Stations:  Downtown Carrollton Station 
Trinity Mills Station 
North Carrollton/Frankford Station  
 
 
NORTHWEST CORRIDOR (ORANGE LINE) EXPANSION 
14 miles, Bachman Station (Dallas) to DFW Airport; 7 stations 
 
Bachman Station to Las Colinas Urban Center (5.1 miles) 
Opens: December 2011  
 
Las Colinas Urban Center to Belt Line Rd. (4.1 miles) 
Opens: December 2012  
 
Belt Line Rd. to DFW Airport (4.8 miles) 
Opens: December 2013  
 
 
NORTHEAST CORRIDOR (BLUE LINE) EXPANSION 
4.5 miles, Downtown Garland to Downtown Rowlett; 1 station 
 
Downtown Garland Station to Downtown Rowlett Station (4.5 miles) 
Opens: December 2012  
Stations:  Downtown Rowlett Station  
 







 
Contact: 
Lisa Williams 
(214) 749-2676 
lwilliams@dart.org 
 
Tim Mckay 
Senior Vice President, Project Mangement 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit 
1401 Pacific Avenue 
Dallas, TX  75266-7207 
Phone:  214-749-2926 
Fax:      214-749-2654 
Email:  tmckay@dart.org 
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Around the Table Discussion 
 
Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT) 
  
South Sacramento Corridor Phase 2 project: 


• US Fish and Wildlife Service - Our biggest challenge in getting the Administrative 
Draft of the FEIS submitted to FTA for review has been FWS review of the biological 
assessment (BA) and issuance of a biological opinion (BO).  Due to limited staffing, they 
were projecting a 12 to 18 month delay in reviewing the BA with additional time for 
issuance of the BO.  RT had discussions, at length, with FWS and FTA staff to find a 
way to expedite the review.  At FWS staff's recommendation, RT was able to negotiate 
with California DOT staff to contract with their designated staff to review the BA and 
draft a BO for this project.  We now believe a BO can be issued in within a two month 
window.  


• California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) - In California, the CPUC is the 
regulatory agency over safety of light rail operations.  RT was put in a difficult position 
to address grade crossing issues raised by the CPUC by comments on the DEIS related to 
a pedestrian grade separation.  FTA staff has said they rely solely on the input by CPUC 
staff related to safety concerns and would not accept an Administrative Draft of the FEIS 
for review until this issue was fully resolved.  RT's difficulty was that PE was only 30% 
complete to this point with additional design needed to answer some of the questions 
being posed.  The possibility of the pedestrian crossing and related mitigation was 
already addressed in the DEIS.  The big concern from FTA seem to be the possible cost 
impacts to the project as it was not included in the New Starts cost estimate.  


• Flood Control Project/USACOE - Several projects are concurrently in development 
(water line expansion, sewer facility expansion, future roadway widening, and creek 
widening for flood control).  RT is constantly being given the 'Katrina' card as the 
rationale for why the flood control project trumps all other projects.  Are any other 
agencies encountering this challenge?  If so, how are you dealing with it? Also, have they 
claimed a need for greater separation of planned rail improvements from flood control 
facilities based upon 'upcoming' changes being discussed? How have you responded?  


• Value Engineering - How/when have you typically performed the Value Engineering 
scope of work?  Is anyone (from West Coast properties) interested in participating in peer 
review based Value Engineering exercise?  


  
Diane Nakano 
Assistant General Manager - Engineering & Construction 
Sacramento Regional Transit District 
2811 O St 
Sacramento CA 95816 
(916)321-3853 
(916)454-6016 fax 
dnakano@sacrt.com 
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